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Abstract 
Sandia National Laboratories is investing in projects that aim to develop computational modeling 
and simulation applications that explore human cognitive and social phenomena.  While some of 
these modeling and simulation projects are explicitly research oriented, others are intended to 
support or provide insight for people involved in high consequence decision-making.  This raises 
the issue of how to evaluate computational modeling and simulation applications in both research 
and applied settings where human behavior is the focus of the model: when is a simulation “good 
enough” for the goals its designers want to achieve? 

In this report, we discuss two years’ worth of review and assessment of the ASC program’s 
approach to computational model verification and validation, uncertainty quantification, and 
decision making.  We present a framework that extends the principles of the ASC approach into 
the area of computational social and cognitive modeling and simulation. In doing so, we argue 
that the potential for evaluation is a function of how the modeling and simulation software will be 
used in a particular setting.  In making this argument, we move from strict, engineering and 
physics oriented approaches to V&V to a broader project of model evaluation, which asserts that 
the systematic, rigorous, and transparent accumulation of evidence about a model’s performance 
under conditions of uncertainty is a reasonable and necessary goal for model evaluation, 
regardless of discipline.  How to achieve the accumulation of evidence in areas outside physics 
and engineering is a significant research challenge, but one that requires addressing as modeling 
and simulation tools move out of research laboratories and into the hands of decision makers.  
This report provides an assessment of our thinking on ASC Verification and Validation, and 
argues for further extending V&V research in the physical and engineering sciences toward a 
broader program of model evaluation in situations of high consequence decision-making. 
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INTRODUCTION 
In the United States, across government and industry, mathematical modeling and 
computational simulation have long been perceived as critical to support decision making 
(Enthoven and Smith 1971).  Throughout the postwar era, modeling and simulation 
played key methodological roles in a range of technology and policy areas, from nuclear 
weapons science to weather forecasting to defense acquisition.  Perhaps it is not so 
surprising, then, that since 9/11, federal agencies have invested relatively heavily in 
computational modeling and simulation software to help analysts and decision makers 
better understand “soft” problems, like insurgency and terrorism.  As a 2006 article in 
IEEE Spectrum pointed out, the United States’ national security enterprise seems to be 
betting that “computers equipped with the right software can give vital insights into the 
minds and motives of terrorists and the structure and critical links in their organizations” 
(Goldstein 2006).   Such excitement in the revolutionary potential of computing is hardly 
new; fifteen years ago, Steven Bankes argued that “We are in a golden age of computer 
modeling for policy analysis,” pointing to growth in computational power, creativity in 
model-builders’ research efforts, and a increasing interest in computer-driven analysis 
among decision makers in multiple fields and agencies (Bankes 1993).   
 
Despite current investment in computational modeling and simulation for policy analysis, 
there has been less of a consistent effort to develop methodologies and frameworks for 
systematically evaluating the fidelity and relevance of those models for the problem 
spaces they are intended to address.  Addressing the reasons for this absence of 
systematic investment in modeling and simulation software evaluation is beyond the 
scope of this report, but we do see this as a major issue for policymakers who are looking 
to models as inputs for decisions that may have consequence for human lives.  In such 
fields as computational science and engineering, operations research, and avionics, 
modeling and simulation evaluation – also commonly referred to as “Verification and 
Validation” – is a mature field of research and development. It has long been recognized 
in computational science and engineering that “[computer] programs whose malfunction 
would have severe consequences justify greater effort in their validation” (Adrion, et al. 
1982).  
 
Accordingly, the goal of the CS&T V&V LDRD is to explore the possibility of mapping 
the verification and validation methodologies developed under the Advanced 
Simulation and Computing (ASC) program to computational simulations of human 
cognition and/or behavior. More specifically, we seek to extend methodological 
thinking and processes for evaluating computational science and engineering models into 
the realm of computational simulations of social and/or psychological systems. The 
specific case that our team has engaged is the Memory and Reasoning (M&R) modeling 
LDRD project being pursued in 6341, under the leadership of Michael Bernard.  The goal 
of the M&R LDRD is to create a computational simulation of  “…how the hippocampal 
system might process information acquired during learning experiences leading to the 
consolidation of declarative memories” (Bernard 2008).  The design document describing 
the M&R project and broad structure of the intended computational model is attached as 
an appendix to this report.   This document is a starting point for making the broad 
thinking presented in this report about the proper context and conduct of computational 
model evaluation specific to the needs of the M&R project. 
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We saw, and continue to see, the M&R project as an opportunity to partner with an 
interdisciplinary group of social and computational scientists, to learn about the process 
they are engaging in for their modeling work, and to identify ways that verification and 
validation methodologies developed in the computational science and engineering realm 
might be extended to other disciplines.  This report summarizes our findings.   
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VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION: A BRIEF REVIEW OF 
THE INTERDISCIPLINARY LITERATURE 
Verification and Validation (V&V) refer to a set of interrelated, mutually reinforcing 
evaluation methodologies that address the performance of computational simulation 
software in modeling a real-world phenomenon of interest.  Generally speaking, 
verification evaluates the internal correctness of the software, while validation assesses 
the correspondence between the software and the real-world phenomenon it is addressing. 
For example, from a strictly software-oriented perspective, the two terms are usually 
defined in terns of requirements: 

 Verification – demonstration that requirements (for software) are correctly 
implemented. 

 Validation – demonstration that requirements (for software) are correct. 

As we shall discuss below, achieving these “demonstrations” is still both a matter of 
degree, relative to the intended application; as a general rule, the higher the degree of risk 
and consequence in the application area, the more effort goes into the process of defining, 
accumulating, and using evidence. This specification is a little more general than the 
V&V definitions used in other realms: e.g., computational science and engineering, for 
which  verification and validation are activities associated with partial differential 
equations and their solutions.  In this realm, which “solving equations correctly” and 
“solving the correct equations” can be cast strictly as requirements implementation and 
correctness issues.  

As we discuss below, verification and validation are research topics in many disciplines 
where computational methodologies are being or have been adopted to support 
knowledge production, including the social and the physical sciences. For example, in the 
computational social science literature, authors provide examples of specific techniques 
for model evaluation: docking (Axtell, et al. 1996; Carley 1996), calibration (Fagiolo, et 
al. 2006), face validation (Carley 1996; Fagiolo, et al. 2006).  However, the most 
systematic methodological research in verification and validation has taken place in 
disciplines where modeling and simulation software has been developed to automate 
and/or support human decision-making – for example, in avionics, artificial intelligence, 
nuclear power, and nuclear weapons certification.   
 
In this section, we very briefly review the voluminous literature on modeling and 
simulation evaluation methodologies from several disciplines.  We stress that this is a 
brief review of the literature we located, included as a framing discussion prior to setting 
out our argument for the interdisciplinary applicability of V&V frameworks from 
computational science and engineering to other modeling and simulation application 
areas.  Readers interested in exploring the literature on verification and validation can 
turn to Appendix A, which contains an extended bibliographic list of key references 
related to the verification and validation of computational modeling and simulation 
software.  
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What is a Model? What is a Simulation? 
Before embarking on a discussion of verification and validation, we believe it is 
necessary to provide some clarification about the words code, model, and simulation. 
These words are often used interchangeably, leading to term confusion. Osman Balci 
differentiates between a model as “…a representation or abstraction of something such as 
an entity, a system, or an idea,” while a simulation is “the act of…exercising a model 
under diverse objectives…” (Balci 2003). Similarly, in this paper, we use the word model 
to designate a representation or abstraction that captures key characteristics of a 
phenomenon of interest. Models are not necessarily computational; they may be physical, 
narrative, mathematical, logical, or graphical.  In this paper, for example, we will refer 
frequently to descriptive (or foundational) conceptual models as a starting point for 
verification and validation (for a discussion the relationship between conceptual or 
mental models and computational models, see (Forrester 1971; Forrester and Senge 
1980).  
 
Simulations do not necessarily involve computers, either.  A simulation may involve real-
world processes; for example, a fire drill simulates the process of vacating a building 
during an emergency. However, when computers are involved, simulations typically 
involve the exercise of mathematical models, if only because computers are uniquely able 
to combine data (inputs) with mathematical representations of real-world phenomena 
(models) in “computer time” (time steps) to generate data (output).   
 
In developing a computational model and simulation, the researcher identifies and 
specifies key attributes, or parameters, that best describe the phenomenon under study. 
The researcher then instantiates these parameters and the relationships among them in 
code or software: this is the ordered set of instructions through which a logical or 
mathematical model is rendered computationally tractable.  Once the model is 
instantiated in code, the researcher uses the code to run a simulation: an in-silico, 
dynamic representation of some aspect of reality, which enables the researcher to learn 
more about the real-world behavior of a phenomenon of interest.   
 
Models, codes, and simulations all aim at creating interactive artifacts that amplify 
human cognition through the quantitative and qualitative, for example visual, 
representation of information about system change and transition, enabling discovery, 
explanation, even prediction (Card, et al. 1999).  Accordingly, in this paper, when we 
speak of modeling and simulation tools (or modeling and simulation applications, code or 
software), we are speaking of models that are specifically designed to be exercised 
dynamically as simulations, often to enable the exploration of a problem space that might 
not otherwise be experimentally accessible. This latter objective is emphatic in human 
interaction research. 

Verification and Validation in Computational Social Science 
The epistemic culture of computational social science is not one that routinely engages in 
rigorous or systematic evaluation of the models it produces.  Axtell et al, for example, 
bemoan the absence of evidence that would help define a clear “domain of validity” for 
social science theories developed using computational models, analogous to that which 
exists for more greatly mathematized theories.  Lacking comparative methodologies, they 
argue, it is difficult for computational social scientists to assess when one model fits a 
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dataset better than another model; or if one model is actually a special case of another 
model. Models in the social sciences tend to be “constructed entirely de novo,” which 
they attribute to the fact that “computational modeling offers a striking opportunity to 
fashion miniature worlds, and this appeals to powerful creative impulses within all of us.” 
In the absence of structured, comparative reference to models that already exist, this 
highly individualized “creative impulse” makes the cumulative construction of 
knowledge difficult (Axtell, et al. 1996).  
 
That said, within the computational social science community, there seems to be an 
increasing recognition that model evaluation represents an understudied problem. Since 
the mid-1990s, researchers in economics, sociology and political science who use 
computational techniques have begun pursuing methodological research in the evaluation 
of agent-based and social network models (Axelrod 2003; Axtell, et al. 1996; Carley 
1996; Fagiolo, et al. 2007; Fagiolo, et al. ; Fagiolo, et al. 2006; Polhill, et al. 2005; 
Wilenski and Rand 2007; Windrum, et al. 2007).  However, much of the work on 
verification and validation in this community focuses in individual methods for either 
verification or validation, and uses case studies to demonstrate the applicability of one 
method or another for some aspect of model evaluation.  In other words, there is little 
discussion about developing and promulgating formal standards for addressing the 
problem of model evaluation.   Nor is there much visible interest in formalizing 
systematic and regular approaches to model evaluation, largely because – as opposed to 
computational engineering – computational social science tends to be pursued by 
individual or small groups of researchers as an area of methodological activity, primarily 
in the academic community.  
 
This means that comprehensive and consistent frameworks for developing, comparing, 
and evaluating models of social phenomena are rare.  The computational social science 
community is recognizing this problem as well: for example, the Journal of Artificial 
Societies and Social Simulation recently published an article calling for the establishment 
of a collaboratively created, freely available, community-owned modeling framework, 
analogous to that developed by climate scientists.  The authors argued that the absence of 
a common framework in the agent modeling community makes it difficult to perform 
model comparisons and conduct rigorous evaluation. A community modeling effort could 
provide a standard platform for building, disseminating, and evaluating agent-based 
models, and for promoting their use in a broader swath of the social science community 
(Na Alessa, et al. 2006). 
 
When it comes to verification and validation, computational social science is arguably 
sitting in something of a disciplinary bubble.  This will sound strange to many of our 
colleagues who see social modeling as an example par excellence of interdisciplinary 
research and development (Agar, et al. 2004).  Certainly computational social modeling 
brings social scientists into interesting partnerships with computer scientists and 
mathematicians. However, rarely do practitioners in computational social science engage 
systematically with the six decades’ worth of research that physicists, weather 
forecasters, climatologists, and engineers bring to the problem of developing, using, and 
evaluating computational simulations (e.g., (Oberkampf, et al. 2004).  Moreover, there is 
research in verification and validation in cognitive science – i.e., artificial intelligence 
and neural network modeling – that could also be leveraged in important ways to address 
the evaluation of computational social modeling and simulation efforts. We believe that a 
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purposeful intersection between computational social science and these more established 
application areas will do much to reveal methodological and epistemological challenges 
facing the computational social science community.  
 

Verification and Validation in Cognitive Modeling and Simulation 
In contrast to the computational social science community, verification and validation in 
cognitive modeling and simulation has longer roots, primarily in the testing and 
evaluation of modeling and simulation in artificial intelligence (AI), expert systems, and 
artificial neural networks (Menzies 2002; Menzies and Pecheur 2005; O'Keefe and 
O'Leary 1993; Skias 2006).   Validation of machine intelligence has been a core question 
for computational models of human reasoning since the field’s inception.  One of the 
earliest identified tests to address the validity of an artificial intelligence was the Turing 
test, proposed by Alan Turing in his paper “Computing Machinery and Intelligence” 
(Turing 1950). Turing famously proposed an “imitation game” involving two human 
beings and a machine-based intelligence.  One of the human beings, the questioner, 
would “converse” simultaneously with both the machine and the human, but not know 
which entity was answering which questions.  A machine intelligence that “passed” the 
Turing test would be one that was so fluent in answering the questioner’s queries that the 
human questioner could not tell the difference between the machine responder and the 
human responder.   In fact, later in this paper, we discuss a modification of the Turing test 
– a CAPTCHA – as a possible evaluative approach for cognitive models.  
 
More recently, verification and validation researchers working on the evaluation of 
artificial neural networks and expert systems have adopted a more integrated, software 
lifecycle approach to evaluation. As Menzies and Pecheur write, “AI software is still 
software, albeit sometimes quite complex software. Hence, methods developed for 
assessing normal soft ware systems still apply to [artificial intelligence] systems” 
(Menzies and Pecheur 2005). For example, standard testing to identify defects, failures 
and compatibility issues in the code are useful in evaluating artificial intelligence 
programs, as are techniques of static analysis, model checking, run-time monitoring and 
theorem proving (more generally so-called formal methods).   Artificial intelligence 
software, such as that used in control systems for space vehicle navigation, can be 
monstrously complex and this complexity creates challenges for all software evaluation 
techniques that are software engineering based.   Menzies and Pecheur write that AI 
systems can be complex, declarative and model-based, nondeterministic, even adaptive.  
Each of these characteristics implies different approaches for assessing the “goodness” of 
the software system for its intended purpose.  Some techniques from software 
engineering are useful in reducing complexity; however, evaluative approaches need to 
be considered prior to the design and construction of the system: for example, adaptive 
software is capable of building or tuning its responses based on inputs from the external 
environment.  Verifying and validating that the software is correctly doing what it was 
designed to do, and that the design is correct in some sense, probably requires access to 
several training and testing sets; for example, to apply methods like N-way cross 
validation to determine if a model learned against one domain is valid against data not 
used in training (Menzies and Pecheur 2005).  
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Verification and Validation in Computational Science and Engineering 
As discussed above, the concepts of verification and validation in computational 
cognitive and social science refer broadly to concepts and techniques aimed at assessing 
the correctness of a simulation.   Verification an validation are often used 
interchangeably; for example, to refer to processes intended to assess the correctness of a 
model vis-à-vis the real world phenomenon it is intended to represent.  In contrast, in 
computational science and engineering, the approach to model evaluation tends to be far 
more structured (Roache 1998).  As Mackenzie points out, demonstrating the 
dependability of computer hardware and software has been a problem for the engineering 
community since the 1960s, when computers began to be incorporated as control systems 
for complex machinery (Mackenzie 1995; Mackenzie 2001). 
 
One of the seminal papers that shaped the direction of verification and validation research 
in the computational science and engineering community was Robert G. Sargent’s paper, 
“Validation of Simulation Models” (Sargent 1979), see also (Sargent 1985; Sargent 
1987).  Sargent emphasized that “model validation is not completely separable from 
model building… that validation techniques should be used during the model building 
process and also that model building is an iterative process, and confidence in the model 
is increased from model iteration to model iteration” (Sargent 1979).    Sargent developed 
a framework for relating verification and validation activities to the modeling process, as 
captured in the “Sargent Triangle,” (also called the Sargent Circle) pictured below:  
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Figure 1: Sargent Triangle (from Sargent 1979) 

 
Sargent’s triangle illustrates the relationships among the real-world problem area or 
phenomenon of interest; the conceptual model of that phenomenon, and its instantiation 
and operation in code (software).  Exercising these relationships in a way that users and 
stakeholders can understand – as communicated through documentation, stakeholder 
participation, or both – is what builds credibility in a simulation’s outputs.  However, 
Sargent emphasized the importance of data validity as centrally important in building 
credibility of a simulation among users.  A lack of valid data, Sargent wrote, “is the most 
common reason that initial attempts to validate a model fails (sic)” (498).  As we point 
out in this paper, getting the right data at the right level of quality to support model 
validation presents an important planning problem for the simulation’s stakeholder 
community.   

In computational science and engineering modeling and simulation, verification and 
validation are typically defined as follows: 

 Verification – the process of demonstrating on the basis of evidence that the 
underlying mathematical equations are solved correctly. 
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 Validation – the process of demonstrating on the basis of evidence that the 
underlying mathematical equations are correct. 

It is important to understand that the meaning of “correct” in the definition of verification 
is operationally interpreted to mean “accurate solution.” “Accuracy,” of course, is a 
relative concept; and in this case, it is relative to the intended application of the model. 
This concept encompasses evidence that demonstrates mathematical and software 
correctness underlying any evidence of solution accuracy. In other words, the illusion of 
apparent computational accuracy may be worthless if it rests on a large accumulation of 
algorithmic and software errors. This may seen contrary to common sense, but consider 
for a moment how difficult it is to understand whether a complex computer calculation is 
mathematically accurate – hence the importance of verification. The meaning of “correct” 
in validation is more problematic.  Validation involves the comparison of a verified 
simulation’s results against comparable experimental data, as a means of providing 
evidence that the equations are more than just useful for the intended application.  
Demonstrating evidence of utility says very little about whether or not the equations 
actually represent a correct abstraction of the real phenomenon.  However, in most 
computational science and engineering, one could invest a nearly infinite amount of 
resources demonstrating that a model is true in an absolute sense. Validation, then, is 
about evaluating whether the model, as specified in the equations and implemented in 
software, is a correct approximation of the phenomenon of interest for the intended 
application. The heart of the technical matter lies in understanding what “evidence” 
means, how to accumulate it, and how to properly use it.  We will repeatedly return to the 
issue of referents, or clearly specified and meaningful points of comparison that enable 
us to assess a simulation in relation to reality, that are required as part of the 
accumulation of evidence. Generally, these referents are mathematically centered for 
verification, and physically (that is, experimentally or “observationally”) centered for 
validation. 

The most canonical example of V&V in computational science and engineering centers 
on the solution of various partial differential equations of “mathematical physics,” which 
is the main focus of the National Nuclear Security Administration’s Advanced 
Simulation and Computing (ASC) program (Kuznezov, 2004). 

Our emphasis on conceptual models in these definitions derives from V&V guidance 
developed for human interaction models in the Defense Modeling and Simulation 
Organization (DMSO), which – to our knowledge – is the only institutionalized V&V 
program that directly addresses the problem of modeling and simulation for human 
(social and psychological) phenomena (see for example (Davis 1992).  Other elements of 
our guidance derive from work done under the ASC program in the Department of 
Energy’s National Laboratories (Ang, et al. 1998; Christensen 1998; Cornwall 2005; 
Futral, et al. 1999; Hodges, et al. 2001; Kerbyson, et al. 2005; Logan and Nitta 2002; 
Nitta and Logan 2004; Nowak and Christensen 1997; Pilch, et al. 2001; Post and Kendall 
2004; Trucano 2005; Trucano, et al. 2001; Trucano, et al. 2002). 

Professional Standards for Verification and Validation 

Because modeling and simulation software is so widely used in the engineering 
community, software evaluation has been an increasingly important topic for the 
professional societies that set standards for industry practice.  Since the late 1960s, 
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several professional engineering and computer science associations, as well as major 
federal R&D programs, have established and promulgated formal and consistent 
definitions for verification and validation, in addition to standards for planning, 
conducting, and documenting evaluation activities as part of a large lifecycle approach to 
software development and usage.   For example, the Institute of Electronics and Electrical 
Engineers (IEEE), which works to develop and promulgate engineering standards 
internationally, treats verification and validation as “a disciplined approach to assessing 
software products throughout the product life cycle… [and] employs review, analysis and 
testing techniques to determine whether a software system and its intermediate products 
comply with requirements.”  This systematic approach to evaluation as an embedded 
activity in a software’s lifecycle is reflected in IEEE Standard 1012-1986, IEEE Standard 
for Software Verification and Validation Plans, which uses the following definitions for 
verification and validation: 
 

 Verification: The process of determining whether or not the products of a given 
phase of the software development cycle fulfill the requirements established 
during the previous phase. 

 Validation: The process of evaluating software at the end of the software 
development process to ensure compliance with software requirements. 

 
Other professional societies – including the American Society of Mechanical Engineers 
(ASME) and the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA) – have also 
established standards for Verification and Validation.  Both ASME and AIAA treat 
verification and validation as an iterative process embedded in the software development 
lifecycle, from requirements through design, coding, and software testing.  AIAA also 
sets out guidance for assessing the modeling and simulation software in its Guide for the 
Verification and Validation of Computational Fluid Dynamics Simulations, AIAA G-
077-1998 (American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics 1998), which presents 
definitions for V&V that are similar to those that IEEE provides:  
 

 Verification: The process of determining that a model implementation accurately 
represents the developer’s conceptual description of the model and the solution to 
the model. 

 Validation: The process of determining the degree to which a model is an 
accurate representation of the real world from the perspective of the intended uses 
of the model. 

 
Lastly, we emphasize that there is no such thing as a verified and validated simulation 
“code” or software package.  Instead, verification and validation activities should focus 
on the intended application of the code for a specified problem area.  This is because 
most modeling and simulation tools can be applied in a range of problem spaces, which 
makes for substantial variability in the selection and construction of input parameters and 
outputs. Moreover, codes are living artifacts whose functionality evolves as people 
engage with the code’s structure: adding new algorithms, updating existing ones, and 
addressing bugs.   Given the indefinite possibilities for applying a code, and the likely 
evolution of its structure with successive releases, a stamp of “Verified and Validated!” 
makes little sense and is probably misleading.  Instead, verification and validation are 
ongoing activities that provide at least a minimal evaluation function for specified 
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applications of the code, above and beyond “normal” software quality management 
practices (e.g., requirements documentation, version control, regression testing, bug 
tracking). 

Institutionalizing Verification and Validation 

Both AIAA and IEEE approach verification and validation as part of a larger, more 
extensive software lifecycle management problem (in some ways only implicitly), a 
context in which verification and validation moves from the realm of ad hoc methods and 
applications to formal programmatic investment.  In this context, V&V can quickly 
become an expensive and time-consuming process. As such, it is perhaps not surprising 
that the most formal investments in verification and validation programs are made 
primarily by large government institutions with big budgets: for example, the National 
Aeronautical and Space Administration (NASA); the Department of Defense (DoD), the 
Department of Energy (DOE) and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC).  Each of 
these organizations has historically relied heavily on software for modeling and 
simulation and/or technology operations.  The engineered systems they build and run are 
prone to high-visibility, high-consequence (even catastrophic) failure that can entail loss 
of expensive equipment, facilities, and programs, not to mention human lives, and public 
trust.  Hence, there are strong rationales and requirements for formal evaluation of 
modeling and simulation codes whose outputs are intended as information for high 
consequence decisions.  
 

An Example of an Institutionalized Program: Verification and Validation at NASA  

At NASA long history of relying on software to perform critical guidance and navigation 
functions drove the agency to invest significant resources in formal processes for 
evaluating software performance and reliability.  One of NASA’s earliest brushes with 
software failure was in 1969. An error in the gravitational model being used by the 
Apollo 11 Lunar module’s control system nearly sent the module into a boulder. 
Astronaut Neil Armstrong saved the day when he assumed manual control of the 
spacecraft and guided it to a safe place (Mackenzie 2001). By the 1980s, NASA had 
poured millions into developing the painstaking process of debugging and “proofing” 
code as part and parcel of the development process.  However, the 1986 Challenger 
accident (which was attributed to a faulty O-ring, not a software glitch) drove NASA to 
invest more resources throughout its programs in mission assurance, risk management 
and safety, including computater hardware and software.  This led to the formation of an 
Independent Verification and Validation program (IV&V), including the construction of 
a dedicated facility in West Virginia.  Over 150 staff members work with partners in 
industry and academia to develop software assurance methods for mission critical 
applications.  To deliver more objective analysis, verification and validation activities at 
NASA are conducted independently of the software development team. This means that 
the V&V program prioritizes its efforts, submits independent reports, and maintains a 
separate budget from the software development team (for more information, go to 
http://www.nasa.gov/centers/ivv/home/).  
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THE DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY, STOCKPILE 
STEWARDSHIP AND PREDICTIVE COMPUTING  
Since 1992, the United States has been observing a moratorium on underground nuclear 
tests. At the same time, the US has also significantly cut back the size and diversity of the 
US nuclear stockpile, and reduced its investments in above-ground testing activities.  
This creates a context in which alternative experimental, inspection, and computational 
methodologies are critical for evaluating the security, safety, and reliability of an 
enduring nuclear stockpile; and in which computational modeling and simulation 
represents a significant integrative and predictive technology.  One major investment was 
the Accelerated Strategic Computing Initiative, or ASCI (which we will refer to by its 
current name, the Advanced Simulation and Computing program, ASC), which 
represented a multi-hundred-million-dollar investment in scientific computing.  ASC 
focused on developing a new suite of computational physics and engineering codes and 
high performance, at-the-frontier computing hardware for running high-fidelity 
simulations of the physical processes that occur in nuclear weapons.  Verification and 
validation were not formal project elements of the ASC program when it was 
implemented. 
 
However, by 1997, DOE NNSA leadership recognized the need for a formal evaluation 
program, given that the codes were to play a main role in supporting decisions related to 
the certification of the nuclear stockpile. The vision of the ASC V&V program was to 
“establish confidence in the simulations supporting the Stockpile Stewardship Program 
through systematic demonstration and documentation of the predictive capability of the 
codes and their underlying models” (Trucano and Moya 2003). Since 1999, the ASC 
program has invested significant resources in verification and validation, and has 
developed a widely respected verification and validation program, one that has both 
drawn on and enhanced standards set by other professional bodies (e.g., AIAA, NASA, 
DoD).   

Verification and Validation in Sandia’s ASC Program 
Within the DOE’s Advanced Simulation and Computing program, Sandia National 
Laboratories has played a key role in developing the verification and validation elements 
for Department of Energy’s ASC program. The program is operationalized around the 
definitions from the Department of Energy’s National Nuclear Security Administration 
(NNSA): 
 

Verification is the process of determining that a computational software 
implementation correctly represents a model of a physical process 
 
Validation is the process of determining the degree to which a computer model is 
an accurate representation of the real world from the perspective of the intended 
model application.  

Several key themes have remained constant in Sandia’s V&V efforts since the inception 
of the ASC V&V program, and these themes are entirely relevant and appropriate for 
computational social and behavioral models as well. Firstly, verification and validation 
go hand-in-hand. Verification is critical because it provides a basis for validation, insofar 
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as it is impossible to judge the goodness of a code’s output without knowing if the 
simulation software properly implements the conceptual model.  Conceptually, 
verification provides information that is a necessary condition for the correct design, 
execution, and interpretation of validation (experimental-based) activities.  At the same 
time, verification tells one little about the code’s performance in the absence of 
validation; on its own, verification is logically and philosophically incomplete. Therefore, 
it is fundamental that verification and validation are inextricably coupled in a V&V 
process.  

Secondly, neither verification nor validation is a one-time only activity that a code team 
has to perform, say at the end of a development project, to demonstrate that they got it 
(the software) “right.” Instead, V&V is treated as a process for evaluating and improving 
the quality of computational modeling and simulation software.  V&V is a hierarchical 
and continuously executed methodology through which stakeholders acquire evidence 
about a model’s predictive capabilities. These are ongoing activities that begin in the 
earliest stages of the code project, that are woven throughout the development process, 
and that are deliberately engaged whenever the software is being directed to a new 
application area.  

Lastly, we believe that the “science” of performing experimental-computational 
comparisons in “computational science” remains immature (see Oberkampf and Trucano, 
2002; Oberkampf, Trucano, and Hirsch, 2003 for recent reviews). An important goal of 
the ASC V&V program is to advocate work that improves the “science” of these 
comparisons, and thus strengthens the conclusions that can be drawn from them, 
especially for projects at SNL that involve high consequence decisions (as in the nuclear 
weapons programs) which use modeling and simulation output as a inputs into those 
decisions. 
 
It is essential to emphasize that there is nothing in these three key themes that is actually 
specific to the subject matter of computational physics and engineering, or to nuclear 
weapons stockpile problems for that matter. This is one of the important points of our 
work and our views of what the central core of computational model evaluation activities 
for computational social and behavioral models should be.  

If this seems like a somewhat heavy-handed approach to code evaluation, it is because 
V&V in the ASC program involves the assessment of a modeling and simulation code’s 
predictive capabilities in regards to decision making under conditions of risk and 
uncertainty.   In other words, the extremes (as some might see it) that drive the ASC V&V 
methodology really have nothing to do with subject matter content, and everything to do 
with the intended (high-consequence) application(s) of the computational modeling. The 
importance of the application defines the level of effort expended in model evaluation, 
not the “quantitative” characteristics of the subject matter area. It is hard to 
overemphasize the importance of this insight. 

In the next section, we explain how model evaluation – V&V – is situated in the larger 
context of stockpile computing (the intended application), which encompasses research, 
development, deployment, and application of computational technologies, including 
hardware, software and associated methodologies, to support high consequence decision-
making related to the US nuclear stockpile.  Key elements of stockpile computing that 
generalize to a much broader domain of consequential computational simulation, 
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including computational social and behavioral models, and especially the role of V&V in 
supporting stockpile computing, are discussed below. We will continue to refer to 
“stockpile computing” as a brief euphemism for the general challenge of conducting 
computational simulation in consequential decision environments. The scope of these 
remarks is quite general, nonetheless. 

Verification and Validation in Context  

The historical evolution of the ASC V&V program has created a current state in which 
V&V activities interplay with a set of evaluative methodologies aimed at specifying, 
describing and using credibility of computational simulation within defined application 
domains. In this section, we describe the context for ASC V&V efforts, emphasizing the 
role of modeling and simulation codes in risk informed decision-making. In the context 
of NNSA “Stockpile Computing,” the computational science that supports the 
management of the U.S. nuclear stockpile, the ASC program creates computational 
methodologies and technologies, and provides a functional basis for skilled analysts to 
support high-consequence national security decision-making in the specific domanin of 
nuclear weapons performance. The success of stockpile computing depends on how 
effectively computing resources and areas of expertise are aligned with the modeling and 
simulation requirements for maintaining the US nuclear stockpile, among other factors. 
Because ASC computational capabilities play such a critical role, they are subject to 
rigorous evaluation and scrutiny to assess and demonstrate their credibility.1  It is 
important to recognize that the ASC programmatic emphasis is on the applications of 
computational models, so that verification and validation activities provide additional 
information to people who are responsible for using model outputs in real-world 
decisions.  For example, Figure 2 illustrates how validation activities – in the form of a 
systematic comparison between experimental and calculation, and in turn a comparison 
with the requirements for solution accuracy, help decision makers assess whether or not 
the model is ready for prime time – that is, use in a real-world decision environment. This 
is a very straightforward logic and it is completely independent of specific physics,and 
engineering content, or nuclear weapons-specific applications. It exists because of the 
intended use of the computational science. 

                                                 
1 As Pilch, Trucano, Peercy, Hodges, and Froelich point out, an integrated approach to stockpile computing 
focuses not just on codes, but also on those “capabilities” embodied in experienced analysts and 
computational infrastructure. They suggest levels of formality for assessing the qualifications of each of 
these, depending on the level of risk and consequence involved in the decision area.  See Pilch et al 2004: 
10-15.  
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Figure 2: Decision Flow Diagram for Asssessing Adequacy of Model/Simulation for Intended 
Application (Oberkampf and Trucano 2004) 

 

Uncertainty quantification, analysis, and communication must also be key elements in 
verification and validation efforts, most basically so that people can take uncertainties 
into account when contemplating decisions that make use of model predictions. The 
fundamental strategy to drive uncertainty quantification in model evaluation and 
application is to have the goal of expressing all model results in the form of a best 
estimate plus uncertainty (BE+U).  As we discuss below, verification and validation 
activities do not eliminate uncertainty. Instead, they account for it as thoroughly as 
possible. QMU is one expression of methodological principles that support the delivery 
of computational modeling results in the form of BE+U and with appropriate 
compensation for the decision-making environment that needs the modeling results. The 
specific context in which QMU has arisen has been stockpile management, but the core 
principles are independent of this context. As we will mention, QMU itself, as Sandia has 
argued, is to a certain extent a product of a broader subject matter area in which 
uncertainty and hich-complexity, high-consequence decisions are oftern present – 
quantitative risk analysis.   

Stockpile Computing, QMU, and the PCMM 

Within the Sandia ASC program, verification and validation are part of a larger set of 
evaluative and decision support methodologies for computational modeling. A flow chart 
describing the context in which V&V takes place is included below, illustrating the eight 
different classes of activity that take place in order to evaluate code credibility: 
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The grey box in Figure 3 emphasizes the domain of experimental validation activities and 
their intersection with verification activities. This process is described in detail in 
Trucano et al (2002). All of these elements are universal in all applications of 
computational modeling, especially if one mollifies the apparent emphasis on “validation 
experiments” to “observational referents.” More generally, one should view 
“observational referents” as tests of the external accuracy of the modeling in comparison 
with the “real world.” When “real world referents” do not exist, and this must be 
understood in the context of the fully hierarchical validation methodology laid out by 
Trucano and his colleagues, then a serious question arises about the ability to perform 
validation at all. In our view this raises serious questions about the limits of applicability 
of such models, and increases the risk associated with their application. Difficulty in 
validation of given models thus makes more prominent the necessity and role of risk 
analysis in applying the models.  

Rather than summarize details underlying the proposed validation methodology presented 
in Figure 3’s schematic, we see it to be of particular importance to further explain the 
overarching context with the three key conceptual frameworks that we have already 
mentioned:  the constituent concepts (or elements) for stockpile computing; the 
intellectual framework of prediction in the context of quantification of Margins of 
uncertainty (QMU); and the assessment of predictive capability, specifically the 
Predictive Capability Maturity Model (PCMM) that is advocated by the Sandia ASC 
program.   We reiterate that our point of view in calling attention to these frameworks is 
that they serve as a general starting point for our view of what rigorous computational 
evaluation methodologies that is independent of subject matter area. Each of these is 
discussed briefly below, and the reader should keep our relatively domain-independent 
perspective in mind.  
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Stockpile Computing Concepts 

We very briefly comment on this framework, which is discussed in great detail in Pilch et 
al (Pilch, et al. 2004). Simply stated, the stockpile computing concepts framework 
addresses all the components that contribute to the formulation, execution, analysis, 
communication and application of computational modeling. From the perspective of 
model evaluation for consequential applications, the fundamental principle instantiated in 
this framwork is that the computational modeling is a chain of key activities, and that the 
final results are only as strong, for example from the perspective of credibility, as the 
weakest link in that chain. One result of this kind of thinking is that the model itself is 
only one of the elements that produces computational results that may be used or 
considered by decision makers. 

The framework basically articulates a modeling process consisting of several elements, 
and an assessment framework that can be used to measure the quality of each of the 
elements. From a high level, the elements that are analyzed and considered for quality 
assessment in Pilch et al (2004) are: (1) the input information that is required for 
performing modeling; (2) the model itself; (3) the model results and their transformation 
through post-processing; (4) the infrastructure that is necessary for creating and using 
input and output, and that is necessary for executing the model; (5) the human being(s) 
who conduct the modeling.  

For example, by input information we mean geometric specifications and physical 
parameters required for computational physics simulations; more general notions of 
“input” are included in this category for social and behavioral models. What we mean by 
the model itself is self-evident and is transparent independent of subject-matter domain. 
The third element emphasizes that most modeling results are rarely “the numbers” that 
emerge from a calculation using the model. Rather, model “results” are actually 
transformed using a variety of tools and techniques into other “results.” This 
transformation is accomplished most familiarly with visualization tools. But an equally 
important, and more complex transformation, could be statistical processing of results, as 
would be highly likely in social and behavioral modeling. Infrastructure is also a 
relatively transparent concept across subject domains. It refers to the computing 
infrastructure that enables computation, which includes communications, storage 
systems, the computing hardware that models are executed upon, and the software that 
underlies these systems. The fifth element, that is the capabilities and skill levels of the 
humans that are performing the work, may be seen as controversial, but we consider it to 
be a necessary element for evaluating the quality of the chain leading to modeling results. 

As well as a detailed analysis of the role of these elements in producing modeling results 
that may be appropriate for consequential applications, Trucano et al (2004) also consider 
evaluation strategies for assessing the quality of these elements. Specific to the concerns 
of this paper, it is obvious that “model evaluation” (or V&V) is the essential means of 
evaluating element (3). From the more general perspective of this framework, V&V is 
also relevant to all the software that creeps into the modeling chain, including pre- and 
post-processing and infrastructure. Broader issues of evaluating the quality of input, post-
processing, infrastructure, and human factors immediately arise, however, and much of 
our consideration of stockpile computing concepts centers on how to make sense of this 
diverse set of elements and aggregation of their quality assessment. 
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The description above basically lays out key elements of the modeling chain that have to 
be of concern because of their influence on credibility for any subject matter domain. The 
degree to which these elements are rigorously scrutinized is almost entirely dependent 
upon the rigor of the intended application. This is a framework that is germane to social 
and human interaction modeling as well as to computational physical science in nuclear 
weapons applications. As is the case for all of the frameworks we discuss, an 
understanding of the cost-benefits associated with implementation of the framework is a 
realistic concern. Implementation of the stockpile computing concepts framework centers 
on whether the framework provides value for whatever level of cost is expended. This is 
not a subject matter area issue, but rather an application-specific issue. We do not address 
this issue in the broad content of this paper for the simple reason that it can best be 
addressed in the context of specific modeling projects. 

Quantification of Margins and Uncertainties (QMU) 

QMU is one example of a framework for performing uncertainty quantification, linking it 
to rigorous assessments of modeling credibility, and communicating and applying this 
information in consequential decision environment where risk must be managed. The 
relevant reference on this topic for purposes of this report is that whitepaper of Pilch, 
Trucano, and Helton (2006). Uncertainty quantification is an important issue and decisive 
methodology in model evaluation, especially validation (Trucano et al. 2002). The details 
of how to do it, why to do it, and how to use it are sensitive to subject-matter domain, but 
the methodological need for involving uncertainty quantification in model evaluation is 
domain independent. In fact, we point out that the role of uncertainty quantification in 
model evaluation is more complex and more essential in social and behavioral modeling 
than in physical science, one reason being the larger magnitude and diversity of 
uncertainty in observational data. 

QMU pursues uncertainty quantification in a quantum jump beyond the needs of model 
evaluation. Fundamentally, QMU is one way of expressing a broader concern the role of 
modeling in risk-informed decision making. Such decision-making must not only deal 
with the risk embedded in the fundamental decision context, for example the safety of 
nuclear reactors and the creation of technically rigorous and effective regulation of these 
systems, but must also deal with risk associated with the credibility of the modeling. In 
such an environment, simply performing model evaluation does not necessarily mean that 
these assessments will be useful within the decision-making environment. A rather 
different set of considerations must be performed to guarantee this. The whitepaper of 
Pilch et al. analyzes this consideration and provides an extensive set of references linking 
the issues of model evaluation and risk assessment and management. This analysis is 
effectively independent of both the physical science domain and the nuclear weapons 
context emphasized in the Pilch etal. report. 

Specific to the nuclear weapons context in which QMU has emerged, particular notions 
about nuclear weapons performance, thresholds of acceptable performance, distance of 
believed performance from these thresholds – called margins – and uncertainty in all of 
these concepts have been defined and analyzed. All of these concepts will vary depending 
on the underlying subject matter of the modeling and on the intended application. But the 
concept of risk, the components of risk that are introduced by the modeling, the 
uncertainty in model results as well as uncertainty in the credibility of those results, and 
the need to inform decision making performed in the presence of this risk transcends 
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specific domain considerations, and centers on the nature of the application of the 
modeling. We believe that the general principles underlying Pilch et al. are important for 
social and behavioral modeling applications in consequential environments, and are 
certainly necessary for placing model evaluation activities in the proper context of 
consequential modeling applications. 

The Predictive Capability Maturity Model (PCMM).   

The PCMM framework (Pilch et al. 2006, Oberkampf et al. 2007) creates a methodology 
and schema for quantitatively measuring and assessing the progress of a modeling and 
simulation software application toward predictive capability. It also supports assessment 
of an application’s readiness to support levels of decision making under increasing 
conditions of risk and consequence.  The PCMM methodology uses a two-axis matrix 
that identifies the key components of predictive capability, and then assesses 
requirements for these components under increasing conditions of risk.  

 
Figure 4: The Predictive Capability Maturity Model (Oberkampf, Pilch and Trucano, 2007) 

The PCMM supports generation of a relatively complex multi-dimensional metric for 
evaluating necessity, progress, and sufficiency of M&S capability for intended 
applications. The PCMM is currently being used operationally in the Sandia ASC 
program to guide V&V, model capability assessments, and computational model peer 
review activities. This implementation is expected to grow over the short-term. The 
experience generated from this implementation will likely have much of interest for 
sharpening our understanding of the assessment of predictive capability of social and 
behavioral models as well. 

In our view, the emphasis on “prediction” (and we avoid a jargon-ridden discussion of 
exactly what this word could mean in every conceivable context) is entirely appropriate 
for social and behavioral modeling. The main reason we claim this is that, once again, 
almost all consequential applications of these models are engaged in some form of 
prediction. It seems self-evident that being able to create rigor and standardization around 
the assessment, communication and comprehension of predictive capability of these 
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models is highly desirable. This framework seems to be especially important for 
consequential applications of social and behavioral models. 

Verification and Validation Activities in a Stockpile Computing Context 

In a stockpile computing context, the process diagram in Figure 3 ordering the execution 
of V&V activities is not just a basket of evaluative methodologies.  Rather, a 
programmatic commitment to formal V&V has a ripple effect throughout the entire ASC 
program, as it generates requirements for code project planning, staffing, and funding; as 
well as code development, testing, documentation, and experimentation. Without 
adequate planning, it is difficult to ensure the requisite accumulation of quality evidence 
that will demonstrate the code’s credibility in relation to a particular application area.  As 
such, and as characterized in Figure 3, verification and validation involve a great deal of 
planning, including the identification of stockpile drivers, planning for V&V activities, 
code development, software, algorithm and solution verification activities; validation 
experiments; and uncertainty quantification. We discuss each of these briefly below.  
 

 Stockpile Drivers. (In general, for general modeling these are simply application 
requirements that underlie given modeling efforts. They are called “Drivers” in 
the ASC V&V context because of the philosophy of that program that all the work 
is fundamentally “driven” by these requirements.) V&V begins, or should begin, 
with a request from the stockpile community for computational analysis.  At this 
point, the problem owner (usually a representative from the Directed Stockpile 
Work Campaign in the nuclear weapon context) works with the ASC program to 
identify specific stockpile drivers, or application areas where modeling and 
simulation are required.  Identifying drivers requires extensive elicitation and 
documentation of needs, requirements, and scenarios that help define the needs 
for computational analysis, requirements for the computational analysis, including 
how the results should be delivered, accuracy, and documentation; and even the 
calculations to be performed.  

 The Phenomenon Identification and Ranking Table (PIRT). To translate 
stockpile (or different) needs, requirements and scenarios into specific computing 
requirements, the ASC V&V program relies on a structured planning tool known 
as the Phenomena Identification and Ranking Table (PIRT). The PIRT is a 
planning methodology adapted from the nuclear reactor safety community. This is 
a planning tool used to prioritize verification and validation activities, and to link 
those with experimental programs in the nuclear weapons program.  By extension, 
the PIRT supports resource allocation decision-making insofar as it identifies the 
verification and validation activities that are both necessary and sufficient to 
evaluate the simulation code’s credibility. The PIRT structure is summarized in 
Figure 5. The PIRT characterizes the constituent phenomena of the problem 
space; ranks them in importance in relation to what the modeling and simulation 
code is aimed at addressing; and assesses the current state of the model’s validity 
for the identified phenomena (see especially (Pilch, et al. 2004; Pilch, et al. 2001).  
This information, in the form of a gap analysis, can be used to prioritize validation 
(hence verification) activities. More generally, the PIRT is a useful way of 
expressing key modeling elements, is an expression of underlying conceptual 
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Figure 5: Phenomenon Identification and Ranking Table 

 
 Software, algorithm, and solution verification.  Verification is a multi-activity 

process that evaluates the correctness of a code mathematically, algorithmically, 
and as a software product.  Code verification “provides the necessary foundation 
for believing accuracy assessments” (Klein, et al. 2006) and provides evidence of 
code correctness, minimizing the possibility that good comparison between a 
validation calculation and experiment is actually due to the presence of a bug in 
the code. Verification is at its heart a software-centric activity and therefore 
transcends particular subject-matter disciplines. All software needs verification 
evidence. 

o Code Verification includes activities directed toward finding and 
removing mistakes in the source code; finding and removing errors in 
numerical algorithms; and improving software using software quality 
assurance practices. Good software quality engineering practices support 
the development and demonstration of code with minimal errors; as do the 
construction of well-structured test suites, and the selection of assessment 
criteria to decide if a code has passed a test problem.  

o Solution Verification emphasizes activities directed toward assuring the 
accuracy of input and output data for the problem of interest; estimating 
the numerical solution error (e.g., error due to finite difference/finite 
volume/finite element mesh resolution, temporal discretization, finite 
iterations, etc); and assessing how mathematically accurate a given 
calculation is.  Extensive discussions of verification activities can be 
found in multiple ASC publications (Ang, et al. 1998; Oberkampf and 
Trucano 2002; Oberkampf, et al. 2004; Oberkampf and Trucano 2006; 
Trucano and Moya 2003; Trucano, et al. 2002). Assessment of calculation 
accuracy, even the meaning of “accuracy,” is a highly domain dependent 
concept. We consider a proper extension of conventional concepts of 
accuracy arising in computational physics and engineering from the 
solution of partial differential equations to (possibly) very different 
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 Validation calculations and experiments. Validation and prediction are 

inherently intertwined for consequential modeling applications, and validation 
work, for example as formulated within ASC, aims at demonstrating some level 
of predictive capability. This means that validation activities require comparison 
between a code-generated prediction and the comparison of that predictive 
calculation to a real-world experiment. As such, planning plays a particularly 
important role in validation, since both calculations and experiments require 
precise specification prior to execution to ensure alignment between the two 
activities. Indeed, validation logically follows from a validation plan that unfolds 
a strategy that is dominated by the transition from a PIRT (Phenomena 
Importance and Ranking Table), to a prioritization of verification and validation 
tasks, to a specification of needed validation that will be performed, and finally to 
actual validation calculations. This also requires careful analysis and 
documentation of both experimental and calculation uncertainties involved in the 
comparison.  

o Validation calculations are calculations that are compared with 
experimental data for the purpose of inferring physical quality (physical 
accuracy) of the associated calculations. Validation calculations have the 
specific purpose of enabling an assessment of the physical quality/physical 
accuracy/predictive capability of the code for the application represented 
by the chosen validation data. 

o The experimental data that validation calculations are compared with 
must have specific characteristics in order to be effective in enabling 
validation (Trucano, Pilch and Oberkampf 2002). Experiments and tests 
can be conducted for multiple purposes, as argued in Figure 5. Not all 
experimental data can be considered to be useful for validation. 
Furthermore, not all comparisons with appropriate experimental data can 
be considered to be validation in the precise sense that is defined by the 
ASV V&V program. Experiments and the anticipated application of the 
experimental data must be carefully designed (using appropriate 
guidelines from statistics and experimental design) and relevance, 
especially if they are to be used optimally for judging the credibility of a 
computational model. The subject code should be engaged in the 
definition and design of the experiments, not only in the analysis of their 
outcomes.  Oberkampf and Trucano (2004) emphasize the need for 
objective validation metrics to compare calculation to experiment, as 
opposed to what they call the “viewgraph norm,” in which a visual 
comparison of graphically-depicted results provides the basis for assessing 
alignment.  Trucano, Pilch and Oberkampf (Trucano, et al. 2002) provide 
a detailed description of the planning, execution, and comparison of 
validation calculations and corresponding experiments.  
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Figure 6: Multiple purposes for experiments. Validation experiments are the most 
stringent. 

 
 

 Uncertainty Quantification. The ASC program’s commitment to the 
Quantification of Margins of Uncertainty (QMU) framework means that judicious 
and thoughtful quantification and analysis of uncertainty plays a critical role in 
assessing whether or not a model/simulation is appropriate for application in a 
high-consequence decision environment. As noted above, generating a credible 
comparison between experiment and calculation depends on whether or not 
uncertainty is systematically accounted for in both activities. Comparisons of 
calculations and experiments for the purpose of validation require a precise 
understanding of the presented comparison, which is typically in the form of 
plots, but could also be detailed tabular comparisons or other quantitative 
representations of the comparison. In particular, this means that the uncertainty in 
the experimental data and the numerical accuracy of the presented calculation(s) 
must be acknowledged and accounted for in the details of the comparison. 
Addressing uncertainty in calculations can be computationally challenging, as it 
requires identification of multiple sources of uncertainty (e.g., in input quantities, 
model form), the use of appropriate quantification techniques for different classes 
of uncertainty (epistemic or lack-of-knowledge uncertainty. and aleatory 
uncertainty, which points to inherent stochasticity); and the propagation of 
uncertainty through a calculation. Sensitivity analysis identifies how the 
uncertainties in different inputs drive uncertainty in the model outputs.  A similar 
systematic approach to documenting and probably minimizing experimental 
uncertainty supports a sound comparison between experimental and calculation 
results.   
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Aligning V&V with Computational Science Software Development 

As we discussed earlier, Sargent’s triangle provides a conceptual model for identifying 
classes of activities (verification or validation) for evaluating different aspects of a 
modeling and simulation code.  However, as a description of how computational 
modeling and simulation codes are actually developed, the Sargent triangle does not 
come close to capturing the complexity of development activities involved in R&D 
codes.  Post and his colleagues (Post and Kendall 2004; Post and Votta 2005) have 
analyzed this issue, and observe that the development of modeling and simulation codes 
(computational science software) is a complicated, interdisciplinary, iterative process that 
typically involves multiple parallel and sequential activities being pursued  by different 
team members with different disciplinary backgrounds.  Standard software lifecycle 
models often fail to correctly address code development issues in computational science, 
both because of both the unusual content in computational science software and because 
of the often open-ended environment in which computational science codes are 
developed. Figure 7 is a representation developed by Post et al. to illustrate the “real” 
workflow that characterizes a computational science project.  As this diagram indicates, 
computational science R&D codes – most emphatically including those in social, 
cognitive, as well as physical, or engineering sciences – involve complex work flow 
cycles, rather than relatively serial life cycle characteristics.     From our perspective, this 
diagram does a far better job capturing what really happens as a modeling and simulation 
team embarks and progresses on a code development effort than do most conventional 
software lifecycle engineering rubrics.  

Our concern over the proper lifecycle for, say, computational social and behavioral 
models that we may be interested in evaluating, is that the lifecycle structure intersects 
the design and execution of V&V, and at least partly influences cost-benefit 
considerations associated with V&V. Verification and validation methods and 
implementations that do not take the complexity of computational science R&D projects 
into account are destined to fail.  Aligning the principles of the Sargent triangle with the 
realities of a modeling and simulation software project is no small task.  For that reason, 
we will repeatedly emphasize the importance of planning in developing realistic and 
successful verification and validation methodologies. 
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VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION IN COMPUTATIONAL 
COGNITIVE SCIENCE: A FRAMEWORK FOR MODEL 
EVALUATION 
 
In this section of the report, we present a framework for addressing issues of 
computational model/simulation evaluation in cognitive science and technology.  In 
doing so, we build on the ASC verification and validation approach described above.   
However, we have broadened the approach to include several additional activities that 
address some of the issues that differentiate simulation construction in the physical 
sciences from the social and cognitive realms.   We have tried to organize these activities 
so that they support the ongoing development of the modeling project, adding as much 
value as possible to both the process and the outcome.  

 

 

 
 

 
Figure 8: V&V for CS&T - a Basic Framework 

 

The approach we describe in the following pages consists of seven areas of activity that 
are aimed at building transparency into model and software development, and at 
systematically developing a base of information that can be used to evaluate the 
performance of the modeling and simulation project against the goals that its proponents 
set out.  These activity areas include the identification of programmatic goals; 
identification of project goals and derivation of requirements; identify theoretical 
approach and conceptual model construction; implementation in software; verification 
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activities; validation activities; and assessment of modeling maturity.  As we discuss 
below, we have adopted two key ASC frameworks – the PIRT and the PCMM – for 
application in this realm. The other relevant frameworks that we discussed above, a 
“stockpile computing” framework and QMU, are also appropriate (as we claimed) but 
beyond the scope of this phase of our work. 

A Word on Extending CS&E V&V to Computational Cognitive and/or 
Social Science 
In our study, we created analogs of ASC V&V concepts for application to cognitive 
science and technology computational models. The logic of the components for 
assessment that have evolved in the ASC program rests fairly rigidly on the concept that 
ASC M&S is ultimately about prediction and decision support, in particular for the U.S. 
nuclear weapons program. We carry this logic over strictly for cognitive and social 
modeling, and emphasize that V&V assesses models in terms of their value for decision 
support. A conceptual mapping of ASC V&V tools and approaches from CS&E to CS&T 
is pictured in Figure 9. The reader is invited to contrast this logic diagram with that 
presented in Figure 3. The similarities are large, but we have placed some emphasis on 
the three frameworks that we discussed earlier, plus customized for CS&T the 
positioning of some of the elements. (The specific numbers indicated in legends in this 
figure point at specific phases of CS&T software development that are presented in the 
M&R project design document. These are thus specific links to M&R.)  

 

Figure 9: Application of ASC V&V tools and approaches to Cognitive/Social Modeling and 
Simulation V&V 

We recognize that cognitive modeling and simulation software is quite different from 
codes that simulate the performance of mechanical or electrical engineered systems. Over 
the course of this project, we have heard on numerous occasions comments along the 
following lines:  “It’s impossible to validate models of social phenomena because you 
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can’t conduct experiments/can’t demonstrate predictive accuracy/can’t gather validation 
quality data!” (Similar arguments have been made in other fields besides social and 
cognitive science; see for example (Konikow and Bredehoeft 1992).  We believe these 
comments misunderstand the larger purpose of verification and validation: not to prove a 
model “correct” in an absolute sense, but to support the accumulation of evidence that a 
model is appropriate for the use for which it is intended.   

Much of the epistemology, methodology, and even specific approaches to verification 
and validation that have been developed for computational science and engineering can 
be applied in simulations of social, cognitive, or biological systems. For one thing, all 
modeling and simulation efforts, regardless of discipline, share similar high-level 
characteristics that predispose them to systematic evaluation, both as software and as 
attempts to represent real-world phenomena using mathematical or logical abstractions.  
Regardless of subject area, modeling and simulation software projects move through 
similar development iterations: identifying and defining a problem, figuring out what 
requirements that problem implies, considering what designs might those requirements, 
model construction, simulation operation and – assuming the software becomes a tool – 
some kind of maintenance. Also, modeling and simulation projects that intend to impact 
decision making have stakeholders, who may include sponsors, users, builders (Balci and 
Sargent 1982).  Even computational cognitive science R&D models involve some level 
of decision support – for example, as when the model us used to make investment 
decisions about experimental priorities.    

Secondly, we emphasize that the Memory and Reasoning project is a computational 
science R&D project; and as such, a systematic approach to comparing a code’s results to 
empirical data supports the quality of the project.  Verification and validation activities 
help the project characterize and map the evolving functional domain of the constructed 
software, as well as identifying the formal demands one can and should place on the 
testing.  

Related to the above, verification and validation establish a body of evidence that a code 
is performing to a set of predetermined specifications. In other words, verification and 
validation are part of the larger project of computational model evaluation. By model 
evaluation, we mean the systematic assembly of evidence sufficient to provide a 
comprehensive evaluation of the modeling and simulation software’s performance with 
regard to a set of requirements (preferably specified before any code gets written).    
Such an evaluation could include issues of usability and design, as well as the correctness 
of the model – evaluation aspects that are captured in the terms verification and 
validation. 
 

Challenges in Applying ASC V&V Approaches to Social and Cognitive 
Modeling 
That said, directly and specifically applying ASC V&V principles to cognitive modeling 
and simulation is a challenge for several reasons. The first has to do with the nature of 
R&D software as a particular kind of software project.  The ASC approach to verification 
and validation entails a hierarchical view of the functionality that is encompassed by 
software, and how that functionality might evolve, and what the understood functionality 
targets might be. This hierarchical emphasis is captured in many of the documents that 
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elaborate ASC V&V planning specifications, the notion of a Phenomenology 
Identification and Ranking Table, emphasis on the intended application of the software 
rather than the software itself, gap analysis to support prioritization of V&V testing in the 
face of resource constraints, and the notion of a Predictive Capability Maturity Model. 
While it might be difficult in some cases to develop a crystal clear understanding of a the 
hierarchy imposed by functionality within implemented software, most software 
engineering “best practice” reflects the view that software expresses functional 
capabilities that one should be able to completely, unambiguously, and objectively 
specify. 

Unfortunately, this last statement is incorrect for R&D software! And this is one major 
challenge for adapting requirements-oriented verification and validation to software that 
intends to support the production of new knowledge.  In an R&D project, we may not 
necessarily know the desired functionality, nor do we necessarily know whether the 
functionality we have, or are aiming for (say in the V&T document) is correct.  For 
example, in implementing an additional element of functionality, we could learn that 
everything we implemented to that point is wrong. This point raises to the level of a new 
art form the way software functionality, both achieved and desired, should be specified, 
and what the most important initial conditions are for performing useful V&V, especially 
validation.  

Related to this issue is the fact that verification and validation is a methodology that uses 
“referents” to “quantify” in a controlled circumstances the “quality” of a computational 
model (code) for use in a specific “application.” Each of the terms in quotation marks is a 
charged term: their meaning is both clear and important in the context of V&V for 
computational modeling and simulation in the physical sciences, but are less so in the 
areas of computational social and cognitive science.  In fact, each of these terms – 
referent, quantify, quality, and application – highlights an area of research and 
development for modeling and simulation evaluation in computational social and 
cognitive science.  

Thirdly, the concept of validity in psychological research is a complicated one.  Reber’s 
Penguin Dictionary of Psychology includes twenty-eight distinct definitions of validity, 
each of which has a distinct meaning in relation to experimental psychology.  For 
example, face validity asks whether concepts are appropriate at a first glance; while 
construct validity evaluates whether or not a test represents the phenomenon it purports to 
represent; and content validity asks whether the tests chosen to assess the model are 
appropriate and specific to the model’s claims.  

In contrast, David Hopkin divides validity into two basic categories: content validity 
emerges from a qualitative or subjective assessment of a theory, model, or experiment; 
while criterion validity sets out objective metrics against which a theory, model, or 
experiment can be compared and assessed.   In regards to evaluating modeling and 
simulation software, Hopkin adds a third element of credibility; namely reliability, which 
assesses the software’s consistency and dependability in performance over time.  
Lastly, computational cognitive and social science differ from the physical and 
mathematical sciences in that theoretical or conceptual models of the phenomena of 
interest may not enjoy unified support across the epistemic community of interest.  In 
fact, computational cognitive and social modeling and simulation software may actually 
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be a platform for developing and exploring new theories for multilevel, psycho-social-
physiological phenomena that are not clearly understood.  This situation stands in stark 
contrast to the physical sciences: while model form may be a topic of debate, the 
theoretical principles that describe the phenomena under study are rarely (if ever) an area 
for debate.  In other words, at the theoretical level at least, many of the physical sciences 
tend to enjoy a level of consensus that the social and cognitive sciences do not.   This 
means that verification and validation activities for computational cognitive and social 
science must place particular emphasis on the selection and development of the 
conceptual model that is going to be implemented in the code.    

In making this point, we are following the guidance offered by the Defense Modeling and 
Simulation Office (DMSO), which defines a simulation conceptual model as “a bridge 
between [model] developer and [model] user….”  (Defense Modeling and Simulation 
Office (DMSO) 2006).   Conceptual models not only support communication among and 
between model developers In physics, a conceptual model is “composed of all 
mathematical modeling data and mathematic equations that describe the physical system 
or process of interest… [it[ is produced by analyzing and observing the physical 
system…” (Oberkampf, et al. 2003).   However, conceptual models may be described 
qualitatively as well, and represented graphically, mathematically, in narrative, or in a 
combination of formats.  and stakeholders; they also help the team translate the intended 
application area into a plan for the model, insofar as a clear description of the concepts 
and relationships helps identify what needs to be in the code, and points the way to 
possible valiation activities.  Moreover, when the theoretical framework for explaining a 
phenomenon of interest is emergent or young (and subject to debate), a conceptual model 
identifies authoritative justification for why particular constituent elements are included 
in the model.  We discuss conceptual model development and documentation in greater 
detail below.  

V&V Methodology for Computational Cognitive Modeling and Simulation 

In the previous section, we discussed the major concepts that structure the environment in 
which verification and validation methodologies have been developed and applied in the 
nuclear weapons program.  In this section, we discuss the means by which they can be 
adapted to cognitive and social modeling. We discuss several levels of activity to 
contribute to the evaluation of the CS&T software, beginning the high-level assembly 
and documentation of program goals and project requirements, then moving to specific 
ideas for planning and executing verification and validation activities.    In doing so, we 
identify three primary components of the V&V methodology that ASC has developed 
that should be adopted for rigorous V&V of cognitive and social model. These are (1) 
planning; (2) verification methodology; and (3) validation methodology. In the context of 
model evaluation, we propose that  

 Verification refers to methods that help determine the internal logical correctness, 
consistency, sufficiency and accuracy of a computational model; and  

 Validation refers to methods intended to gather evidence of the external logical 
correctness, consistency, sufficiency, and accuracy of a computational model. 
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We emphasize that, particularly in the context of R&D modeling and simulation efforts, 
absolute verification and validation of a “code” is an unwieldy goal, simply because 
R&D software has a discovery goal that modeling and simulation software derived from 
stable knowledge often does not.  Secondly, we recognize that, as a methodology for 
accumulating evaluative evidence about the performance of a code, verification and 
validation can become time consuming, expensive, intimidating, requiring significant 
investments in documentation and record keeping, in addition to planning and resource 
investments.   Before long, V&V activities can take on the characteristics of an expensive 
and even annoying obstruction to completing a modeling and simulation project, rather 
than a supportive evaluation methodology.   Given that V&V methods are unlikely to 
provide a necessary and sufficient basis of evidence for judging the “truth” carried in a 
code, what is the point of engaging in this activity? 

We see several reasons for attempting to systematically evaluate the goodness of R&D 
computational modeling and simulation projects.  As we discuss below in greater detail, 
verification and validation emphasize a thoughtful, judicious approach to the 
development of R&D software, beginning with the development of the problem space, 
the formulation of a theoretical framework, the development of a conceptual model and 
its instantiation into code, the evaluation of that software, and an assessment of the 
model’s utility as a predictive application.   Moreover, as Trucano, Pilch and Oberkampf 
point out, there are both minimal and maximal levels of validation, depending on the 
performance requirements of the code project (Trucano, et al. 2002); in other words, 
verification and validation activities may be tailored to the level of external scrutiny that 
the code project expects from its stakeholder audience, who may be located in academia, 
industry, or other national laboratories.  

We have tried to be as thorough as possible in describing a maximal set of V&V 
activities in this document, but that does not mean that the M&R team needs to pursue all 
the tasks we have identified below.  The level of verification and validation that is 
appropriate for the project is up to the code development team, which needs to consider 
its goals for the code in light of available resources and stakeholder expectations in order 
to identify an optimal and workable V&V strategy.   

This brings us to the first component of verification and validation: namely, planning. 
Experience in the ASC program has demonstrated that, in developing a modeling and 
simulation project that is capable of being verified and validated, nothing is more 
important than specifying the M&S application precisely and rigorously.  This is because, 
as economist Clive Granger pointed out, the criteria used to evaluate the simulation 
derive from the stated application of the model (Hendry and Ericcson 2001).    In this 
section, we describe several elements that might be included in a planning process for 
code projects in computational cognitive and social science. This consists of three kinds 
of activity, each building on its predecessor: identification of programmatic goals; 
identification of prokect goals and the derivation of requirements; and identification of an 
appropriate theoretical approach and documentation of the conceptual model.  These 
three activities collectively form the basis for the Phenomenon Identification and 
Ranking Table.   

As we mentioned earlier, we used Sandia’s Cognitive Science and Technology (CST) 
program, and the Memory and Reasoning( M&R) Project in the CS&T program, as a 
context in which to consider what V&V might look like when extended outside the ASC 
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program into new disciplinary domains. Arrows () indicate how the suggested tasks 
align with elements of the M&R Design Document, which is included in Appendix B.   

Identify Programmatic Goals 

A first stage of planning requires involves documenting how the modeling project 
supports the programmatic goals of the Sandia research investment area that supports the 
project.  ( M&R Design Document, Section 1).   Figure 8, below, outlines suggested 
tasks and output for early planning discussions. 

 

 
Figure 10:  Tasks and Output for Early Stage Planning Discussions 

 

Given that Sandia is working to develop a mature Cognitive Science and Engineering 
research program, standards against which we seek to evaluate simulation software 
should resonate with the goals of the program that is funding and supporting the software 
development project. Programmatic goals for modeling and simulation can range from 
the development of insight generating, “a-ha!” tools not intended for use in high-
consequence decision making; to predictive models whose outputs will contribute to 
high-impact decisions (where “impact” describes the ramifications of a decision for a 
particular constituency, set of stakeholders, or community).  For example, the Mission, 
Vision, and Strategic Goals of the ASC program call for predictive, cutting-edge 
simulation capabilities supporting decision making for long-term support of the nuclear 
stockpile.  As Trucano et al point out (Trucano, et al. 2005), this implies a pretty high bar 
for ASC simulations, and means that that “V&V [is]… key to understanding the 
confidence in these computational tools, and for establishing sufficiency of confidence 
for the intended applications to the US nuclear weapons program.”  ASC simulations are 
instead explicitly aimed at synthesizing knowledge toward key decisions; the guidelines 
of the ASC V&V program are correspondingly formal, and code evaluation can be quite 
extensive (and expensive) depending on the intended application of the model.    

In contrast, modeling and simulation programs that are developing tools to support 
academic knowledge production and exploratory thinking are not likely to play a role in 
official decision-making. Moreover, they will likely be embedded – hopefully deeply so – 
in ongoing research efforts, and will evolve and grow as research tools in a context of 
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experimentation, theory construction, publication, and peer review.  In each context, 
verification and validation may entail different standards – though as we discuss below, 
“different” does not imply “less rigorous.”  

In this stage of planning, specific tasks would include a joint project/management review 
of any CS&T strategic planning documentation, and a discussion of the CS&T 
programmatic goals with CS&T and the Memory and Reasoning project investigators and 
stakeholders.  Documentation of these meetings, describing the alignment between the 
programmatic goals of the CS&T research area and the Memory and Reasoning Project, 
should be documented in a white paper that points to criteria for model evaluation and 
assessment.  

Identify Project Goals and Derive Requirements 

Verification and validation demonstrates that a simulation satisfies specific requirements, 
which developers derive from an agreed-upon application of the model. This stage of 
planning focuses on the modeling project itself, and asks the team to consider the goals of 
their modeling project, the research questions they seek to answer, and the code 
requirements that these goals and questions imply for the project (maps to  M&R 
Design Document, Section 1.)  More specifically, this entails specifying an application 
area; identifying set of questions for which the model will provide outputs; and 
documenting the resulting requirements for both the model’s construction and its 
performance.  Figure 9 illustrates the tasks and outputs for this class of evaluation 
activities.  

In this effort, we want to establish as complete as possible a description of the model 
intentions, application areas, questions, goals, and the expected user community.  In the 
case of the M&R model, we perceive that the modeling and simulation goals are oriented 
toward exploring basic research questions. This implies a user community comprising 
informed subject matter experts who understand the basic phenomena being explored.  
Planning, then, might entail identifying and documenting central questions to which the 
researchers are interested in applying the model, then using those questions to identify the 
specific psychophysiological phenomena that those questions imply.  This stage could 
also involve the prioritization of goals and questions, to differentiate “must answer” 
questions from others that may be addressable in further iterations of the modeling 
process. If the team intends that a wider user community adopt its modeling software, 
then documenting the credibility standards of that community may be useful as well. 

Specific tasks at this stage include a review of the documentation about the M&R model 
to identify application areas, specific question sets, and expected outputs; discussions 
with researchers and model developers to prioritize question sets and goals; 
documentation of these discussions; and review with stakeholders.  
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Figure 11: Document Project Goals and Requirements: Tasks and Outputs 

 
Outputs could include a set of documented software/code requirements, preliminary 
standards for assessment (including definitions of “quality,” “success” and “failure”) and 
a preliminary list of inputs for a Phenomenon Identification and Ranking Chart (PIRT).  
Figure 9, above, displays tasks, including suggested questions; and outputs for this stage 
of planning. 

Identify Project Goals and Derive Requirements 

This set of activities focuses on the systematic justification and documentation of basic 
theory, its applicability to the phenomena of interest, and its instantiation as model-in-
code (maps to  M&R Design Document, Sections 2 and 3).  It includes a review of the 
theoretical approaches to the problem of interest; selection of the “best” approach(es) to 
inform model development; formalize the theoretical approach into a conceptual model; 
and to  create a basis for transparency in describing the process through which the 
conceptual model is transformed into a computationally tractable entity and instantiated 
in software (Activity 4).   

 

The major output from this stage of the project planning and documentation is the 
Phenomenon Identification and Ranking Table.  This is a key planning methodology and 
representational format that identifies and prioritizes future activities, but it also 
formalizes the project’s thinking about the problem at hand.  As such, we have identified 
a series of activities that building an effective computational social or cognitive science 
R&D PIRT requires: Identifying a range of theoretical approaches to the problem, 
justifying a theoretical approach, formalizing a conceptual model, developing 
documentation, and organizing peer review sessions.  We discuss and illustrate each of 
these areas of activity separately below. 
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Figure 12: Theoretical Approach and Conceptual Model 

 

Identifying Theoretical Approaches to the Problem 

Identifying a theoretical approach to the problem requires that the team work to 
iteratively between the problem space and literature and existing research that helps the 
team capture the current state-of-knowledge in the wider research community about the 
problem at hand (maps to  M&R Design Document, Sections 2.1 and 2.2).  In 
identifying the project goals and the derivation of requirements, the modeling team has 
specified at least the preliminary psychophenomenological phenomena that are of 
research interest (this may have occurred during the proposal process, or in a preliminary 
planning document). Identifying the theoretical approaches to the problem involves a 
more thorough elicitation and documentation of the main categories of phenomena that 
comprise the problem space; for example, the processes and sub-processes that are being 
modeled and the relationships among them.  This specification will likely emerge as the 
team reviews the literature and develops a theoretical basis for the approach that it is 
identifying for addressing the problem space.   This likely entails an extensive literature 
review and documentation of the main constructs that others have used to address the 
area of interest; consultation with outside experts; and an effort to identify gaps in what is 
known and possible formulations that address those gaps.    
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Figure 13: Identifying, Documenting, and Considering Validity of Theoretical Approach 

 

The Hierarchy of Conceptual Validity: David Hopkin 

In this regard, we believe that David Hopkin’s discussion of validity as a hierarchical 
problem is an important rubric for assessing not only the state of knowledge about a 
problem space, but the level of acceptance that the modeling and simulation team is 
likely to meet as it disseminates its approach into the relevant epistemic community 
(Wise and Hopkin 1992).   Hopkin identified three levels at which the problem of validity 
for conceptual models needs to be considered, the first of which is the validity of the 
discipline itself:  is the discipline recognized as a legitimate form of inquiry, with 
methods, theories, datasets, and practitioners engaged in the progressive production of 
reliable knowledge about reality?  Secondly, within the discipline, is the approach that 
the team is taking, theoretically and methodologically, recognized as an appropriate 
frame for the problem at hand?  Lastly, what is the recognized validity of the constructs 
and concepts that the team is using to address the problem: to what extent can the team 
uncover evidence of consensus about how to define, implement, measure, and bound the 
concepts that are used to describe and/or explain the problem at hand?  
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 Figure 14: Hopkin’s Hierarchy of Validity (from Wise and Hopkin 1992) 

These three types of validity – discipline, approach, and constructs/concepts – create a 
hierarchy of validity that has implications for many aspects of the modeling and 
simulation project.   For example, if the disciplinary context is not considered valid 
among the stakeholder community (e.g., using astrological theories to explain mental 
illness to an audience of psychologists) then the modeling team can expect the project to 
encounter a great deal of critique.   Dealing with that critique will require extensive 
documentation and accumulation of evidence to support the team’s approach to framing 
and operationalizing the problem space it is working in.  Moreover, if the discipline is not 
recognized, then neither the approach nor the selected constructs nor concepts will be 
viewed as valid.  Even if a disciplinary context is widely accepted in the scientific 
community as legitimate, within that context, a particular approach to a problem might be 
contentious (e.g., explaining mental illness as a product of mainly environmental and not 
physiological factors).  If the approach is not perceived as legitimate, then the constructs 
and concepts entailed in the selected approach are also unlikely to enjoy legitimacy. The 
team will have to thoroughly document and justify why it has selected a more 
controverisal framing and how it is encoding that framing in the simulation, as well as the 
evidence that will be used to evaluate the approach.   Lastly, the team may be pursuing a 
valid approach to a valid problem that is recognized by the members of a legitimate 
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disciplinary community (modeling the interaction of environmental and physiological 
factors in the onset of clinical depression).  If the phenomenon is not well or adequately 
explained by existing constructs or concepts entailed within that approach – and in most 
research environments, the development of demonstrably adequate explanatory 
constructs is what makes research exciting – then the modeling project can expect to have 
to document and justify as transparently as possible how it has framed the problem, and 
the implications of that framing for methodological decisions (using computational 
modeling and simulation) and data sources.   Considering Hopkin’s hieararchy of validity 
in relation to the problem space, the approach, and the core concepts and methods will 
support the development of the PIRT.  

 

Formalize Conceptual Model 

Guidance from the Defense Modeling and Simulation Office (DMSO) represents some of 
the most articulate thinking about the role of a conceptual model in translating the goals 
of a modeling and simulation process into specifications for what will go in the software, 
when, and how (maps to  M&R Design Document, Sections 2.3, 2.4, 2.5, 2.6 and 
Section 3).     As such, the conceptual model is one of the most important elements of a 
modeling and simulation project because it serves as a bridging abstraction that brings 
key information from the previous planning discussions into the software development 
process.  In a nutshell, a conceptual model takes all the requirements identified in the 
previous discussions and lays them out as specifications for software design and 
implementation.  

In a research environment, a conceptual model specifies the hypotheses the model 
intends to address, so that the software includes all the entities that are necessary to run 
the simulation and generate valid data.  It describes the computational and organizational 
context in which the model is expected to run, the kinds of decisions it will likely 
support, and  - particularly in a research environment – the role of the model in 
supporting the production of knowledge about a particular class of research problems.  
The conceptual model identifies key elements, entities and processes; defines the level of 
accuracy and precision that is required of each element; describes the relationships 
among them, and identifies sources of data and information to characterize them in the 
model. It defines the model’s architecture, the algorithms that will be used (or 
developed), and the model,  It lists and characterizes input and output variables and 
explains what the model is doing with inputs to generate outputs.  Lastly, the conceptual 
model helps identify validation referents, or  “the best [empirical] information available 
that describes characteristics and behavior of the reality represented in the system” 
(Defense Modeling and Simulation Office (DMSO) 2006).  In other words, the 
conceptual model identifies early on the empirical, measurable characteristics of the real-
world process or event that the model intends to capture. As we have noted above, the 
issue of “referents” may be a real problem in computational cognitive and social science.  
We discuss referents in greater detail below. 

Software Implementation  

DMSO has identified six principles for translating a problem (or “mission space”) into a 
set of statements to guide the development of a simulation.  This guidance emphasizes 
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necessity, sufficiency, parsimony, justification, and transparency.  The principles include 
the following ideas (Defense Modeling and Simulation Office (DMSO) 2006): 

 Ensure that every simulation element is identified, described, and represented in 
the conceptual model.   

 Ensure that anything the model is going to assess is represented by a specific 
simulation element, clearly identified and described in the conceptual model 

 Every simulation element should have a “real world” counterpart.   Remember 
that data and metadata structures can have a huge impact on the design, 
specification and implementation of a simulation element. 

 Whenever possible, the simulation elements should correspond to accepted 
paradigms so that the model is more understandable, transparent, and acceptable 
to outsiders.  If you are developing a new algorithm or paradigm, document it 
thoroughly, including its relationship to/deviation from other algorithms or 
paradigms.  

 If some component of the simulation doesn’t meet these principles, but you 
consider it necessary, include it; but document it and use it only when absolutely 
critical. 

 Don’t include anything that doesn’t need to be in the simulation.  

One way of ensuring the completeness of the conceptual model is to ask if a developer 
unfamiliar with the project could take the conceptual model and use it as a map to 
implement the ideas in software. 

Conceptual models are related to validation in two ways:  validating a conceptual model 
is important in generating information related to the overall credibility of software 
simulation; and the conceptual model supports simulation validation, as it helps to 
identify and document the elements that represent the phenomena and sub-phenomena 
being studied.  

 Validating a conceptual model requires a peer or external reviewer assessment 
process in which a group of knowledgeable individuals who are familiar with the 
problem domain, and with the process of model construction review the 
conceptual model for scope, completeness, level of detail, and the accuracy with 
which it represents the phenomenon of interest.  This is something of a challenge 
for research software, as the mechanism that generates the phenomenon of interest 
might itself be the object of the research process.  In R&D software, then, a 
conceptual model review might assess the quality of the hypotheses, their 
theoretical justification (as supported by existing literature and data), and the 
adequacy with which the proposed implementation will enable the researchers to 
explore the phenomenon of interest.   

 The conceptual model also supports verification and validation activities.  The 
process of assessing (validating) the conceptual model should be documented as a 
source of information for demonstrating the credibility of the model.  The 
conceptual model itself provides validation guidance: it identifies referents that 
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Figure 15: Formalizing the Conceptual Model 

 

Key Output: The PIRT 

As we have discussed earlier, one key challenge for verification and validation of 
computational cognitive and social science modeling and simulation applications is the 
presence of disagreement among or within disciplines about the descriptive or 
explanatory frameworks (theories) that apply to a phenomenon of interest. We believe 
that difficulties in conceptual model validation are prominent in research-centric model 
development, where the goal of the modeling and simulation effort is not to instantiate a 
well-understood model in code, but to create a code that will help define a theoretical 
basis for describing and/or explaining a phenomenon of interest (such as the formation 
and retention of memory in the human brain). This is an important theme in both 
computational cognitive and social modeling projects (see for example (Ball 2007; 
Epstein 2006; Epstein 1999).  

Here we acknowledge a significant point of divergence between the physical and social 
sciences. In the former, there is a relatively broader base of consensus about the validity, 
applicability, and mathematical specification of theoretically-derived models. In the 
social sciences (which include such disciplines as economics, political science, sociology, 
psychology, anthropology, even history) phenomena of interest may be described by 
multiple, even competing theoretical paradigms, each of which likely derive from 
different disciplines, and which can marshal various sources of empirical evidence to 
support their claims.  For example, a cultural anthropologist studying race and inequality 
might use ethnographic data to develop a behavioral model that describes the discursive 
maintenance of racial difference; while a psychological anthropologist might look to 
biological explanations for the way perceive and act upon physical difference; while an 
economist might draw from decision theory to explain how individual choice patterns 
maintain conditions of inequality (and all three are as likely to borrow from each other, as 
they are to identify inadequacies in the others’ conceptualizations).  Social phenomena 
are extremely complex, often emergent, and therefore difficult to study experimentally; 
hence consensus about the appropriateness of underlying theory and its specification in a 
model cannot be taken for granted. This is particularly true in cutting-edge areas of social 
science research, or in sites of inquiry where paradigmatic shifts are underway; or in very 
complex, multilevel problems where the researcher is seeking to couple individual 
behaviors to broad social phenomena.  In fact, computational modeling and simulation 
projects often explicitly seek to generate new explanatory frameworks, rather than 
instantiate existing models derived from generally accepted theoretical premises (Epstein 
2006; Epstein 1999).   

The absence of a well-understood and accepted theoretical foundation for the developed 
conceptual model is problematic for systematic efforts at experimental validation in 
cognitive/social models. The question then becomes how one can appropriately design 
and implement V&V activities to support a somewhat research-centric model 
development effort that, nonetheless, has a long-term goal of providing “mature” 
application relevance. This is one of the research themes in our own work. It is typical to 
simply dismiss V&V because of this concern, but that is not a useful view in our opinion. 
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We believe that transparency in the selection of disciplinary and theoretical approaches; 
the selection of a specific conceptual model; the process through which that model is 
abstracted and formalized into operational concepts and relationships; and the 
instantiation of that model into a computationally tractable algorithm are critically 
important of external stakeholders are to be able to appreciate and evaluate the model on 
its own terms.    

We see the PIRT as an important tool in developing a documentation trail to support 
efforts to address this problem.  As discussed above, the Phenomenology Identification 
and Ranking Table (PIRT) is a core planning methodology in ASC Program, and drives 
validation activities.  In the context of computational cognitive and social science models, 
the PIRT can play an important role not only in code validation, but in early-stage 
conceptual model validation as well, insofar as it helps bound and decompose the 
complexity of the conceptual model issues.  

For one thing, our experience in the ASC program has demonstrated that more 
controversial the PIRT, the less likely is validation.  This is because a lack of consensus 
about the important phenomena, their importance relative to the application area, and the 
best means to evaluate their external correspondence to the real world indicates 
significant epistemic uncertainty about either the phenomenon that is being modeled, the 
modeling approach, the software itself, or all three.   Validation under conditions of 
controversy and uncertainty is difficult.  

Extending this principle to computational cognitive and social science, developing a 
PIRT provides multiple benefits in a computational cognitive or social science research 
and development project, where controversy over the selection of a theoretical framework 
and its instantiation in code is likely. The PIRT forces the modeling and simulation R&D 
team to clearly identify and articulate the constituent phenomena and to rank them in a 
hierarchy of relevance; to identify the current state of validity for the conceptual 
explanations of the phenomena; and to specify how the conceptual phenomena are 
captured in the code and what experiments are most important in accumulating evidence 
that the conceptual model captured in the code is the correct one.   R&D teams that 
cannot agree on what should go into the PIRT or how the elements should be ranked are 
likely dealing with a problem space characterized by a high degree of epistemic 
(knowledge) uncertainty.  When the basic constitutive elements of a broader phenomenon 
are not well-enough understood to be specified and ranked, it is difficult to systematically 
plan a set of experimental validation and/or data gathering activities. In assessing the 
level of importance and validity of different elements of the conceptual model, it may be 
useful to conduct a formal elicitation session using a comparative methodology such as 
the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP). 

As a planning tool, the PIRT also supports decisions about the best investment of limited 
R&D resources.  A very important phenomenon that is poorly understood may demand a 
relatively high level of validation attention; conversely, a less-critical phenomenon that is 
well-characterized, which broadly acceptable model forms, probably requires fewer 
validation resources.  
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Verification and Validation Activities for Computational Cognitive and Social 
Science 

In this section, we discuss activities five and six, Verification and Validation, as a joint 
core effort through which a majority of evaluation-class data will be generated. At some 
level, verification and validation is all about specifying, constructing and executing good 
tests. Of particular importance is the documentation of the testing rationale, design, 
execution, and results, including any error bars or other indicators of uncertainty.  
Accordingly, we spend some time discussing testing, then touch briefly on verification 
and validation methodologies specific to computational cognitive science.  

Some Words on Testing 

Testing means applying a test engineering methodology to the software in question. This 
includes elements like the following, all of which should be clearly and explicitly 
addressed, and documented: 

Specification. What is the test is and why was it chosen? This specification should 
involve an understanding of what software is being touched, that is covered, by the test. 
The point is that the test is providing V&V evidence only for the software that it is 
covering. The purpose of the specification is so that the world can precisely understand 
the definition of the test and why the project considers it to be useful. This allows the 
project to to repeat the test at will – and allows skeptics in the rest of the world to do so 
as well.  

Coverage. Clearly, defining test coverage is very important, but unfortunately the 
software engineering literature – which is enormous – is inconclusive in defining what 
coverage actually entails.  There are several metrics that get used; perhaps the most 
common metric of coverage is line coverage.  This is problematic when although even 
the definition of a software line  is ambiguous, as it can be in certain software languages). 
Regression testing is often coupled to metrics of line coverage, as in “What percentage of 
the code is covered by the regression test suite.” This question is not necessarily sensible 
for verification tests, however, as regression tests are not automatically verification tests. 
This is because regression testing is a software engineering technique, not a V&V 
technique.  That said, verification tests that are run “in regression” with the software 
development effort are certainly “regression tests.”  

The most important coverage may actually involve functionality; this is the tack that the 
ASC program has taken. Coverage and functionality are somewhat tricky in a research 
context, as functionality can shift and change depending on the evolution of the 
hypotheses and theoretical framing.  If V&V aims to provide functionality coverage for 
the Memory and Reasoning software, then verification and validation needs to responds 
software life cycle; that is, to the version evolution. At the same time, V&V also will 
influence the version evolution as the comparisons between simulation outputs and 
referents shape the thinking of the team about the problem. This relationship between 
evaluation and software development – which is so rich and complex in the context of a 
software research effort – justified the amount of work that goes into explaining what the 
test is doing, why it was chosen, what the pass/fail criteria are, and what referents are 
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being used.   This brings us to the topic of referents, which we touched on briefly in the 
discussion of conceptual models above.  

Referents: Both verification and validation depend on referents; that is, a baseline 
specification determined to be the “correct” answer or behavior for the test. A referent 
can be specified many ways, but if a referent cannot be specified, then verification and 
validation are impossible. Specification of the “referent” is a requirement for a test to 
support verification and validation.  

 Verification Referents:  Referents for verification are often a source of confusion.  
Verification referents are internal referents; they are characterized as 
mathematical or as software metrics. Verification referents cannot be specified as 
an experimental observation, because observed behavior in, say, people, has no 
relevance whatsoever to whether or not software bugs exist, or mathematical 
errors underlie a software implementation. Internal tests require internal 
referents.  

 Validation Referents: In contrast, a validation referent is an external referent that 
is used to assess the relationship between the simulation’s results and the real-
world phenomenon of interest.  This means that validation requires an 
experimental observation as a referent. Mathematical theorems and software 
engineering principles say nothing about whether the underlying functionality 
that, in the M&R software, attempts to model human memory.  

 Summary: Nothing is more important than understanding that “external” referents 
do not provide a means of assessing whether functionality has been implemented 
correctly, and that “internal” referents do not say anything whether the 
implemented functionality is correct. 

The issue, or properly stated, the challenge of determining valid referents, especially for 
validation, is paramount. R&D projects pose heavy burdens for determining referents. 
After all, if we already knew what was “correct,” why do we have to do research?  In the 
context of research, a referent should probably be related to the hypotheses that are being 
tested, a source of data for experimental comparison  to support or diminish the 
acceptability of the hypothesis which the model is implementing.  Hypothesis testing, 
modeling and simulation, and the problem of validation referents are deeply intertwines. 

Implementation and Execution. How is the test implemented? Some tests may need to be 
executed repetitively and systematically for each new version of the software – in which 
case the test iself should be under version control.  Tests may be implemented as part of a 
test suite that the entire project owns; or may be implemented by an individual 
contributor to the project.  Similarly, information about test execution (schedule, 
ownership, results)  requires documentation.  This information may become quite 
elaborate if the software is being tested for multiple computing platforms, as is the norm 
in ASC.  

Analysis deals with the results of executing a test. Analysis is about the information from 
the executed test required for comparison to the identified referent. The work required to 
extract this information needs to be specified as clearly as everything else. In a perfect 
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world, all tests, including validation tests, are so simple that this element does not 
introduce complexity. This is the real world, so expect that extracting comparison-quality 
information will be more time consuming that expected. 

Comparison involves putting the test results next to the referent and assessing the delta 
between the two. We sometimes use the word “metric” to imply this comparison. It is 
important to remember that uncertainty that needs to be quantified to properly compare 
the analysis to the referent. If the computational model fully emulates the observed 
referent, then the comparison step requires dealing with uncertainty. In psychology, this 
is always specified using stochastic methods (statistical procedures). This means that 
statistical procedures need to be used to compare model and observation. This is suddenly 
a nontrivial, not necessarily well-posed problem. On the other hand, the comparison 
could be as direct as the relative examination of two numbers. Unfortunately, even in this 
case there is still the lurking problem of deciding what the comparison means in terms of 
“correctness” of the functionality and its implementation. 

Pass/Fail. This is the final level of assessment: the decision about whether or not the 
model passed or failed the test, based on the comparison of the referent to the analysis 
results, and taking uncertainty into account. Ideally, pass-fail criteria are established prior 
to execution of the test. This requires some polarization in thinking, and that can be 
challenging in the context of an evolving software project.   

Implication. What is the final conclusion to be drawn from performing the test, the 
analysis and the Pass/Fail assessment? This is especially important in open life cycle 
models, and in computational science R&D software projects, where the results of testing 
can have immediate and devastating impact on one’s faith in implemented functionality 
and one’s plans for future functionality. A relatively few very crucial validation tests, 
properly executed and properly evaluated, could have implications that destroy years of 
work.  Verification and validation are a stern test of the software development project. 

Now that we have discussed testing, we turn to verification and validation. 

Verification 

Verification is the accumulation of evidence that desired model functionality is correctly 
implemented. Implementation, in this case, means “software implementation.” Software 
implementations rest on mathematically correct algorithms, which in turn rest on 
mathematically correct theories or broader formulations. In computational science and 
engineering, verification centers on the correct or accurate transformation of an 
underlying conceptual model into a computational model through the creation of a 
mathematical formalism; development of numerical algorithms for solving the 
mathematical equations, and implementation of the numerical algorithms in software 
(“code”).  

This process is rather straightforward in fields such as computational physics.  The 
mathematical underpinnings of most computational physical science conceptual models 
are often very straightforward and so conventional that there is little argument that certain 
equations, such as the equations of continuum mechanics, essentially define the 
conceptual models underlying thermal, fluid and solid mechanics. Accordingly, 
verification activities are relatively straightforward as well (if time consuming) and 
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typically involve some combination of both code verification and solution verification, 
depending on the maturity of the code and previous verification activities. Oberkampf et 
al (Oberkampf and Trucano 2002) describe a set of verification activities that should 
accompany the creation of the model as it moves from mathematical formalism to 
algorithms to code implementation. To the degree that verification can be seen as more 
than testing is because of the mathematical content that is present in computational 
science. 

Verification is more problematic for cognitive/social models. If as assume that evaluation 
of the model translation process – from real world problem to conceptual model to code 
– is the focus of verification activities, then verification in the cognitive and social 
science modeling and simulation world must emphasize the selection and documentation 
of the conceptual model, the abstractions and representations that are used to capture it 
(mathematical, logical, graphical, narrative), and the translation of those abstractions into 
some computationally tractable form. In this realm, the role of mathematics and 
mathematical formulations is far more problematic: for one thing, the essence of the 
mathematical/logical core of a cognitive or social code may be not be a transparent set of 
(Oberkampf and Trucano 2002)equations; the core might instead be a set of logical rules, 
which become the explicit targets for the algorithms implemented in the associated code. 
If one could prove that software implementations were correct then one would not need 
to perform verification testing (the goal of Formal Methods). Because Formal Methods 
approaches are not yet applicable in the realm of computational cognitive modeling and 
simulation, well-chosen, structured and executed tests will provide evaluation data for 
judging implementation for the time being. 

That said, we do believe that the logical skeleton suggested above, in which verification 
examines the correctness of the results of passing from mathematics to algorithms to 
software, is adaptable to cognitive and social computational modeling and simulation 
projects.   In all computational science R&D projects, regardless of discipline, principles 
of good software engineering and code testing do apply.  Software engineering tests, such 
as regression tests, are not verification tests, but they do help catch bugs in the code as it 
evolves and are important in assessing the overall quality of the code.  

Specific verification tests should be designed based on the mathematics that express the 
conceptual model, and which are in turn captured in algorithms and software. For 
example, verifying an Adaptive Resonance Theory (ART) network implementation may 
include evidence that mathematical theorems about the characteristics of ART networks 
have been proved. An ART network requires a broad mathematical conception that 
should be correct; it is reduced to a mathematical algorithm, or collection of algorithms; 
and those algorithms are implemented in specific software languages on specific 
computers. Verification of ART requires accumulating evidence that all of this has been 
correctly performed.  

The M&R project has adopted some of the principles of verification described above and 
has developed documents to identify specific tests that might support verification. For 
example, their V&V document describes several possible verification tests for an 
operational M&R computational model.  The document describes several types of 
verification tests, but – following our comments about the importance of the relationship 
between V&V activities and evolving functionality – what is lacking is testing strategy 
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that is dovetailed with the model version evolution. We believe that this is more a matter 
of documentation and getting details under control than it is of knowledge and expect the 
project to continue evolving its testing plans as part of an overall testing strategy.  

Validation 

Validation can be thought of as completely defined testing, and requires comparing 
computational results with observations gathered from a clearly defined experimental 
setting. Validation is completely dependent on two things: identifying a validation 
referent, or a known point of truth for comparison that enables one to evaluate the 
correctness of the model; and the ability to generate real-world data (preferably 
experimentally) around that referent.   

These requirements for referents and empirical data create something of a conundrum for 
research codes that intend to generate data in areas where epistemic (lack of knowledge) 
uncertainty predominates. This is because generating referents requires some idea of what 
constitutes a ground truth about the phenomenon of interest; and in a research 
environment, the whole point of the modeling and simulation effort may very well be 
aimed at establishing a better explanation for what is going on.      

The problem of validation is particularly difficult in the social sciences, particularly those 
that deal with group behavior (sociology, economics, anthropology).    We are aware of 
many modeling and simulation efforts in the social sciences that aim at generating 
theories or explanations for poorly understood phenomena (Ball 2007; Epstein 2006; 
Epstein 1999). Modeling and simulation is a methodology that is attractive because it 
enables the researcher to simulate something that resists experimentation or even 
empirical observation – for example, about the movement of ideas through large 
populations, or the emergence of intergroup violence.   

In the social sciences, there are basic debates about the role of theory as a descriptive, 
explanatory, or causal framework; and whether or not a nomothetic enterprise is even 
possible (i.e., the generation of broadly applicable, generalizable explanatory theories for 
human behavior).  As Jessica Turnley points out, evaluation techniques that rest on a 
logical positivist philosophy that assumes the existence of objective data and which 
presumes stable relationships between data and theory are a poor fit for the social 
sciences, where multiple frameworks can be evoked with equal credibility, depending on 
one’s discipline, to explain similar phenomena.  As a result, the social sciences, the 
problem of how to interpret data – that is, how to establish reliable, stable frames of 
explanation that are supported by empirical evidence.  Moreover, some forms of social 
knowledge resist quantification, or may lose their value when quantified – as when 
documenting the nuances of how people adopt a belief system are reduced to counting the 
number of individuals who choose to attend a particular church (Turnley 2004).  And last, 
but certainly not least, validation quality data might demand conducting an experiment – 
something that is difficult to do when the phenomenon of interest involves the 
dissemination of an idea through a large population, or assessing the causes of intergroup 
violence in a particular region of the world.  

In regards to validation, these problems create quite a challenge for assessing the “truth” 
of a model’s results.  We take a pragmatic approach to these problems.  As we have 
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argued above, we are interested in leveraging the ASC work in verification and validation 
to formulate a strategy for evaluating computational modeling and simulation projects in 
other disciplines.  Models may not be validatable (Konikow and Bredehoeft 1992); but 
that does not mean that evaluation is impossible.  Indeed, we have argued that 
verification and validation really represent the systematic generation, documentation and 
accumulation of evidence about the performance of a model in relation to a given 
application area.    

If we think of validation more broadly as a matter of getting the best possible evidence to 
assess the fit between the model and the phenomenon of interest, then referent has to be 
the firmest basis of evidence possible that can be used to serve as a point of comparison 
between a model’s predictive output and the real-world phenomenon.   Obtaining 
validation quality data entails identifying the right sources of data; and gathering those 
data correctly – in other words, doing the right experiment, and doing that experiment 
right.  What “right data” and “right collection” entail will depend on the standards of the 
discipline whose members are the audience for the modeling project’s results.  

Model Assessment 

We still need to worry about the way comparison is made.  In strict verification and 
validation, this requires the establishment of a validation metric, a pass/fail mark for 
evaluating the difference between the model results and the referent. In modeling and 
simulation applications that rely on partial differential equations (PDEs) as the 
mathematical representation of the problem space, this is a relatively straightforward 
problem, as PDEs generate output that is quite easily compared to experimental results in 
engineering and physics experiments. Hence, if we let  

M=Model, R=Referent and e=a threshold for pass/fail, then  

||M-R||<e?   

represents a clear, quantitative metric.  This is a yes/no question, and in the physical 
sciences, where experimental criteria are clear, we are likely dealing with powerful 
referents that are unlikely to be disputed as validation quality data.    

However, as we move from PDEs to computational cognitive and social science, we lose 
metric strength, as the ability to compare outputs to empirical evidence is less 
straightforward.  Assessing the difference between M and R and figuring out what that 
difference means may be a matter of judgment on the part of people who are interested in 
applying the model in a particular decision space.  A limiting case of this kind of 
assessment is some complex perception of model utility with no explicit metric of any 
kind: for example, U(M,R)  in which U is some decisionmaker’s level of “happiness” 
with the model. The decision maker acknowledges the existence of R, but does not 
consider it a test, and black-and-white questions about passing or failing a test are 
meaningless. 

Uncertainty Quantification 

This brings us to the topic of uncertainty, which plays a critical role in the evaluation of 
the model to the referent The greater complexity of dealing with uncertainty in cognitive 
and social models is probably the single greatest challenge in validating cognitive and 
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social models, particularly in comparison to physical models.  Again, we turn to the 
computational science and engineering literature as a source of ideas for thinking about 
the problem of uncertainty in the cognitive and social sciences.  

The literature on uncertainty quantification recognizes two kinds of uncertainty. Aleatory 
uncertainty points to random variability and is typically quantified using statistical 
methodologies. Epistemic uncertainty, on the other hand, points to a lack of knowledge 
about the phenomenon at hand. Probability is used to describe epistemic uncertainty, as 
when Bayesian subjective assessments that draw on expert judgment are used to develop 
a statistical model; or when a distribution is put on a distribution to characterize the 
uncertainty around the true value of a poorly understood parameter. Epistemic 
uncertainty is also characterized by so-called Generalized Information Theories (Klir 
2003) based on possibility and probability theory. Alternatives include set-valued 
probabilities (fuzzy probability, for example) that can incorporate “soft” uncertainty 
characterizations.  
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IN CLOSING: SOME COMMENTS ON VERIFICATION 
AND VALIDATION FOR MODELS IN COMPLEX 
DECISION ENVIRONMENTS 
As we have discussed above, computational modeling and simulation software is 
increasingly being developed for use in complex policy environments where technical, 
social, economic, political and even psychological phenomena come into play.  
Verification and validation become particularly challenging in this area, particularly in 
comparison to computational science and engineering. For example, in computational 
science and engineering, determining whether a software tool is accurately solving a set 
of partial differential equations (verification) is a logically internalized process. It 
requires no engagement with the world of observation; it requires no experimentation. 
Similarly, assessing whether or not an agent-based model accurately executes a 
conceptual model that defines the movements of a terrorist cell requires the ability to 
rigorously assess the mathematics, algorithms, and software engineering of the system. 

On the other hand, determining whether a partial differential equation is correct does 
require engagement with the external world. Correctness is not determined by 
mathematical logic, but must be centered on observations derived from controlled 
experiments. In contrast, assessing whether the agent-based simulator is built on correct 
requirements, one of which has to be something like “accurately predicts one or more 
features of terrorist-cell movement,” requires comparison with observation. The logic of 
math, algorithms, and software engineering alone are simply not adequate for validation 
of this kind of simulation; the world external to the simulator is required.  Performing a 
systematic and meaningful comparison between the simulation and the external world 
requires referents, which are critical for “validating” computational tools for our most 
complex decision support needs. Just as in computational science and engineering, 
referents require empirical observations. However, the quality of referent in 
computational science and engineering is likely quite different than that which might be 
available in policy realms, where controlled experimentation is impossible.   

Reinforcement of Application Emphasis 

All realistic V&V centers on a clear and precise specification of the intended area for the 
modeling and simulation application. V&V creates a domain of credibility for the 
modeling and simulation application that targets that area. The execution and results of 
verification and validation are strongly constrained by the application. The precision 
required to understand an application to achieve V&V will have broader utility for 
research projects in complex research and development environments that support high 
consequence decisions, and must therefore balance a wide set of participants, goals, and 
methodologies. 

Risk-Informed Decision Analysis (RIDA) 

No important decision that involves risk is based on the results of a computational tool. 
Rather, a modeling and simulation application informs decisions. That is, modeling and 
simulation applications are simply one of many elements that enter into the decision 
making environment. The model itself may be (likely is) a contributor to the risk 
influencing the decision making environment. We certainly expect that the decision 
making environments in national security will involve high risk. Therefore, we see a need 
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for decision support tools that function properly within risk-informed decision analysis 
(RIDA). Our past and current practice and experience with verification and validation 
increasingly emphasizes the importance of model evaluation role in assessing the 
credibility of software application components for decision-support within risk informed 
decision analysis. To the extent this is possible, V&V is then a foundational element that 
clarifies the risks inherent in the decision, as well as assesses the credibility of modeling 
and simulation application decision support tools.  

Uncertainty Quantification (UQ) 

Verification and validation are a critical organizing principle and quantitative framework 
for performing UQ. There is no verification and validation without uncertainty 
quantification. In this role, verification and validation likely lead to a broader 
understanding and use of UQ within an overall decision making environment. This is 
another cross-cutting role for evaluation research in modeling and simulation research 
programs. 

Model-Observation Integration 

Validation requires observation-based referents (external logic-based referents). 
Validation thus integrates computational tools and the experiments-observations (external 
referents) that are required to assess their validity. Because this modeling and simulation 
application-referent integration is a requirement for validation, it provides significant 
opportunities and mechanisms for enriching the interaction between observations 
(external referents) and modeling and simulation application across an entire project. This 
is a third cross-cutting role for verification and validation. 

Credibility Specification 

Systematic model evaluation is virtually the only objective basis for rigorously defining 
the credibility of modeling and simulation application tools. Verification and validation 
contribute to the rigor of mode-supported decision through the methodologies they offer 
for assessing of modeling and simulation application credibility. 

Computational Tool Management 

A critical issue in model development for decision making is the development of 
instruments that allow cost-benefit analysis, prioritization, and gap management for 
modeling and simulation application decision-support tools. Much of this information is 
created by rigorously executed verification and validation, and can be organized to 
support needs like cost-benefit analyses. A current example of a complex metric that 
organizes information for these purposes is the Predictive Capability Maturity Model 
(PCMM) used in the ASC program, which supports additional conceptual integration 
between decision environment and model.  

From Information to Knowledge 

One common view of complex decision making environments is that they must facilitate 
the passage of information to knowledge to wisdom (I2K2W). Informally speaking, if we 
regards “the dots” as information, then knowledge means “connecting the dots,” and 
wisdom means using the connected dots wisely in decision making. Computation in and 
of itself does not typically provide knowledge, nor does it necessarily facilitate the 
conversion of a pool of information into knowledge. V&V is a necessary condition for 
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achieving knowledge from computational information processing or creation. I could 
further argue that V&V is therefore relevant to creating the ability to optimize decisions 
based on the existing knowledge base, in other words, to make “wise” decisions. It is 
therefore imperative to understand modeling and simulation application decision-support 
tools within this conceptual structure. 

Constraining Expectations 

Neither knowledge nor wisdom is an automatic product of computational decision 
support tools because of limitations of verification and validation and other factors. 
Certainly the constraints on modeling and simulation application credibility that rigorous 
verification and validation provides play an important role in constraining expectations 
associated with modeling and simulation application decision support tools. This is 
certainly one way to avoid the tendency, if there is one, to “throw technology over the 
fence” and hope it is used wisely. 

Managing Organizational Factors 

We have noticed that modeling and simulation application decision support tools can 
actually create organizational (that is, decision environment) stress and are therefore 
often a disruptive, rather than helpful, technology. One of our working hypotheses is that 
verification and validation processes can serve to to create a formal Community of 
Practice, or a collaborative circle of combined stakeholders, whose work can enable 
healthier organizational engagements with modeling and simulation application decision 
support tools. Even from our experience gained with the ASC program, we have seen that 
V&V contributes to better organizational understanding of the strengths and weaknesses 
of modeling and simulation application decision support tools. Such organizational 
understanding is imperative for managing the I2K2W passage. V&V in this sense is part 
of the glue that integrates the decision environment. We see verification and validation as 
an important methodology helps transform disruptive problems in the construction, 
implementation, and application of modeling and simulation application decision support 
tools, perhaps by simply contributing to healthy recognition of creative tensions among 
modelers, stakeholders, and decision makers.  
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1 Abstract 
Our capacity for recollection is known to be supported by a system composed of several cortical 
association areas interacting with structures in the medial temporal lobe, and in particular, the 
hippocampus. There is a general consensus that the cortex is the repository of detailed representations of 
perceptions and thoughts and that the hippocampus supports the ability to bind together cortical 
representations and, when cued by part of a previous representation, to reactivate the full set of cortical 
representations that compose a recollective memory. Here we will propose a computational model of how 
the brain accomplishes retrospective recollection and prospective memory.   

 
1.1 Review of Theories, Research, & Psychophysiological Models 
 
Introduction 
 
The overall objective of this project is to develop a computational model of how the hippocampal system 
might process information acquired during learning experiences leading to the consolidation of declarative 
memories. Below is the outline of the hypothesized structure of the anatomical circuitry of the hippocampal 
system, of the distinct functional roles of components of this system, and of how these system components 
might contribute to declarative processing and memory consolidation.  
 
Like the Roman god Janus, memory looks both into the past and the future. Memory is usually thought of 
as a passive record of past events and acquired factual knowledge. But our adaptive application of memory 
is to make plans for our future actions. Therefore, our conscious lives are dominated by interactions 
between retrospective memory, the capacity for recollection of general knowledge and one’s personal 
history of previous actions and their outcomes, and prospective memory, our intentional application of 
knowledge and history in directing ongoing decisions and behavior. Here we will propose a model of how 
the brain accomplishes retrospective recollection of memory. We will begin by outlining the experimental 
evidence on the cognitive and neural mechanisms of recollection, and then consider the interactions 
between retrospective and prospective memory from experimental studies in cognitive science.  Then we 
will outline a formal model and its implementation in software. 
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What is recollection? 
We have all been in the situation where we meet someone who seems highly familiar but 
we cannot recall who they are or why we know them. Sometimes, we just give up and 
say, “Don’t I know you?” Alternatively, when a clue or sufficient mental searching helps 
us retrieve a wealth of information all at once, including the name, where we met before, 
and the circumstances of the meeting. Considerable current research on recollection has 
focused the distinction between a vivid recollection, the lesser condition of a sense of 
familiarity with a particular person or object. Familiarity comes rapidly and reflects the 
strength match between a cue and a stored memory template. It is an isolated ability to 
identify a person or object as previously experienced. Recollection is typically slower and 
measured by the number of qualitative associations retrieved and the organization of the 
memory retrieved. Thus, recollections typically include not only the item sought in 
memory but also three other kinds of additional information: (1) the spatial and temporal 
context of the experience in which the item was previously encountered, (2) a replay of 
the sequence of events that compose an entire episode with that item, and (3) 
remembering additional related experiences with the item.  
 
Furthermore, one brain area, the hippocampus, is critically involved in each of these 
aspects of recollection. Yonelinas et al. (2002) used ROC analysis on recognition 
memory performance to show that mild hypoxia that causes damage largely confined to 
the hippocampus resulted in a severe deficit in recollection but normal familiarity. A 
similar pattern of deficient recollection and preserved familiarity was reported in a patient 
with relatively selective hippocampal atrophy related to meningitis (Aggleton et al., 
2005). Further consideration of the three properties of recollection introduced above 
provides insights into both the fundamental elements of recollection and the role of the 
hippocampus in memory processing. 
 
Events are represented as items in the context in which they were experienced. A 
fundamental feature of recollection is memory for the spatial, temporal, and associational 
context in which experiences occur. There is a growing body of evidence that the 
hippocampus plays a critical role in remembering these contextual features and it does so 
by binding together representations of stimuli, actions, and places that compose discrete 
events. Functional imaging studies support the notion that the hippocampus is activated 
during the encoding or retrieval of associations among many elements of a memory, a 
characteristic of context-rich episodic memories (for review see Cohen et al., 1999; 
Eldridge et al., 2000; Maguire, 2001; Addis et al., 2004). For example, Henke et al., 
(1997) observed greater hippocampal activation when subjects associated a person with a 
house, as compared to making independent judgments about the person and house and 
others have found selective hippocampal activation during recollection of the context of 
learning in formal tests of memory (e.g. Davachi et al., 2003; Ranganath et al., 2003). 
The coding of associations extends beyond item and context associations such that the 
hippocampus is also selectively activated during the encoding or retrieval of verbal 
(Davachi & Wagner, 2002; Giovanello et al., 2003a) and face-name associations (Small 
et al., 2001; Zeineh et al., 2003; Sperling et al., 2003). Correspondingly, recent 
neuropsychological studies have found that recognition of associations is impaired even 
when recognition for single items is spared in amnesic patients (Giovanello et al., 2003, 
Turriziani et al., 2004). These studies reported impairment in recognition memory for 
associations between words or between faces or face-occupations pairs, as compared to 
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normal performance in recognition of single items. At the same time, other functional 
imaging studies and characterizations of amnesia have suggested that the hippocampus is 
sometimes involved in both associative and single item recognition, highlighting the need 
to clarify the nature of associative information that composes an “event” (Squire et al., 
2004). Nevertheless, these findings are generally consistent with the notion that the 
hippocampus plays a distinct role in recollection associated with binding features of items 
and their context to represent salient events (Eichenbaum et al., 2007). 
 
Studies that employ animal models can provide compelling evidence on the effects of 
selective hippocampal damage. Several studies have shown that damage limited to the 
hippocampus results in deficits in forming a memory for the context or location where 
items were once experienced (reviewed in Mumby, 2001). In one recent study, rats were 
initially exposed to two objects in particular places in one of two environmental 
chambers (Mumby et al., 2002). In subsequent recognition testing, the place of the object 
or the context was changed. Normal rats increased their exploration of objects that were 
moved to new places or put in novel contexts.  By contrast, rats with hippocampal 
damage failed to recognize objects when either the place or context was changed (see 
also Eacott & Norman, 2004).  
 
Several investigators have argued that animals are indeed capable of remembering the 
temporal as well as spatial context in which they experienced specific stimuli (Clayton et 
al., 2003; Day et al., 2003). To further explore these aspects of episodic memory, we 
developed a task that assesses memory for events from a series of events that each 
involve the combination of an odor (“what”), the place in which it was experienced 
(“where”), and the order in which the presentations occurred (“when”; Ergorul & 
Eichenbaum, 2004). On each of a series of events, rats sampled an odor in a unique place 
along the periphery of a large open field. Then, memory for when those events occurred 
was tested by presenting a choice between an arbitrarily selected pair of odor cups in 
their original locations. Normal rats initially employed their memory of the places of 
presented cups and approached the location of the earlier experience. Then they 
confirmed the presence of the correct odor in that location. Animals with selective 
hippocampal damage fail on both aspects of this task even though their memory for 
independent features of location and odor items was intact. These findings indicate that 
the hippocampus is critical for effectively combining the “what”, “when”, and “where” 
qualities of each experience to compose the retrieved memory. 
 
Neuro-anatomy studies  
 
Studies on the firing properties of single neurons in animals provide insights into the 
nature of neural population representations in the hippocampus. Many studies have 
shown that hippocampal neurons encode an animal’s location within its environment, and 
some view this as the principle function of hippocampal populations (Muller et al., 1999; 
Best et al., 2001). In addition, however, many other studies have shown that hippocampal 
neurons also fire associated with the ongoing behavior and the context of events as well 
as the animal’s location (Eichenbaum et al., 1999). In the most direct examination of this 
issue, Wood et al (1999) directly compared spatial and non-spatial coding by 
hippocampal neurons by training animals to perform the same memory judgments at 
many locations in the environment. A large subset of hippocampal neurons fired only 
associated with a particular combination of the odor, the place where it was sampled, and 
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the match-non-match status of the odor. In a similar study on the coding properties of 
hippocampal neurons in humans, Ekstrom et al. (2003) recorded in subjects as they 
played a taxi driver game, searching for passengers picked up and dropped off at various 
locations in a virtual reality town. They observed that many of these cells fired 
selectively associated with specific combinations of a place and the view of a particular 
scene or a particular goal. These and other studies indicate that, in rats, monkey, and 
humans, a prevalent property of hippocampal firing patterns involves the representation 
of unique associations of stimuli, their significance, specific behaviors, and the places 
where these events occur (see Eichenbaum et al., 2004).  
 
Episodes are represented as sequences of events. We live our lives through personal 
experience, and our initial construction of reality within consciousness is a form of 
episodic buffer that contains a representation of the stream of events as they just occurred 
(Baddeley, 2000). In an early characterization of episodic recollection, Tulving (1983) 
distinguished episodic memory as organized in the temporal dimension, and contrasted 
this scheme with a conceptual organization of semantic memory. Tulving (1983) argued 
that the central organizing feature of episodic memory is that “one event precedes, co-
occurs, or follows another”. This is reminiscent of Aristotle’s (350BC) characterization 
of vivid remembering: “Acts of recollection, as they occur in experience, are due to the 
fact that one thought has by nature another that succeeds it in regular order.” These 
characterizations emphasize the temporal organization of episodic memories.  
   
In humans memory for the order of events depends on hippocampal function. In a study 
using a design similar to that described above, Hopkins et al. (1995) found that patients 
with hypoxic brain injury involving in shrinkage of the hippocampus are impaired in 
memory for the order of a series of 6 words, pictures, or spatial locations. These patients 
were, however, also impaired in recognition of the items, undermining an unambiguous 
interpretation of a deficit in the order of the events independent of memory for the events. 
More recently, Spiers et al. (2001) reported a selective deficit in order memory 
independent of item memory in a patient with selective hippocampal damage due to 
perinatal transient anoxia (Vargha-Khadem et al., 1997).   In this study the patient 
explored a virtual reality town in which he received objects from virtual characters. His 
recognition of the familiar objects was intact, but he was severely impaired in memory 
for the order in which he received objects, as well as for where he received them.  Also, 
Downes et al. (2002) reported that patients with medial temporal lobe damage that 
included bilateral hippocampal damage were impaired in memory for the order of 
presentation of words for which recognition of the items was equivalent. Also, evidence 
from the deferred imitation task where subjects are required to remember an action 
sequence, indicate a critical role for the hippocampus (McDonough et al., 1995; Adlam et 
al., 2005). Thus, humans with hippocampal damage are impaired in memory for the order 
of events in unique episodes even in cases where recognition memory is intact.  
 
Studies on animals also show that the representation of memories by the hippocampus 
incorporates not only items that must be remembered, but also the events that precede 
and follow. For example, Honey et al. (1998) provided a simple demonstration of the 
importance of temporal order in hippocampal processing, reporting that hippocampal 
lesions disrupted animals’ normal orienting response when a pair of stimuli are presented 
in the opposite order of previous exposures. The specific role of the hippocampus in 
remembering the order of a series of events in unique experiences has been explored 
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using a behavioral protocol that assesses memory for episodes composed of a unique 
sequence of olfactory stimuli (Fortin et al., 2002; see also Kesner et al., 2002). Memory 
for the sequential order of odor events was directly compared with recognition of the 
odors in the list independent of memory for their order. On each trial rats were presented 
with a series of five odors, selected randomly from a large pool of common household 
scents. Memory for each series was subsequently probed using a choice test where the 
animal was reinforced for selecting the earlier of two of the odors that had appeared in 
the series. In later sessions we also tested whether the rats could identify the odors in the 
list independent of their order, by was rewarding the selection of a novel odor against one 
that had appeared in the series. Normal rats performed both tasks well. Rats with 
hippocampal lesions could recognize items that had appeared in the series but were 
severely impaired in judging their sequential order. 
 
How do hippocampal neuronal populations represent the sequences of events that 
compose distinct episodes? A common observation across many different behavioral 
protocols is that different hippocampal neurons become activated during every event that 
composes each  
 
, including during simple behaviors such as foraging for food (e.g. Muller et al., 1987) as 
well as learning related behaviors directed at relevant stimuli that have to be remembered 
in studies that involve classical conditioning, discrimination learning, and non-matching 
or matching to sample tasks to tests and a variety of maze tasks (e.g. Hampson et al., 
1993; for review, see Eichenbaum et al, 1999). In each of these paradigms, animals are 
repeatedly presented with specific stimuli and rewards, and execute appropriate cognitive 
judgments and conditioned behaviors. Corresponding to each of these regular events, 
many hippocampal cells show time-locked activations associated with each sequential 
event. Also, as described above, many of these cells show striking specificities 
corresponding to particular combinations of stimuli, behaviors, and the spatial location of 
the event. Thus, hippocampal population activity can be characterized as a sequence of 
firings representing the step-by-step events in each behavioral episode.   
 
Furthermore, these sequential codings can be envisioned to represent the series of events 
and their places that compose a meaningful episode, and the information contained in 
these representations distinguishes related episodes that share common events and 
therefore could be confused. Recent studies on the spatial firing patterns of hippocampal 
neurons as animals traverse different routes that share overlapping locations provide 
compelling data consistent with this characterization. In one study, rats were trained on 
the classic spatial alternation task in a modified T-maze (Wood et al., 2000; see also 
Frank et al., 2000; Ferbinteanu and Shapiro (2003). Performance on this task requires that 
the animal distinguish left-turn and right-turn episodes that overlap for a common 
segment of the maze and requires the animal to remember the immediately preceding 
episode to guide the choice on the current trial, and in that way, the task is similar in 
demands to those of episodic memory. If hippocampal neurons encode each sequential 
behavioral event and its locus within one type of episode, then most cells should fire only 
when the rat is performing within either the left-turn or the right-turn type of episode.  
This should be particularly evident when the rat is on the “stem” of the maze, when the 
rat traverses the same set of locations on both types of trials. Indeed, a large proportion of 
cells that fired when the rat was on the maze stem fired differentially on left-turn versus 
right-turn trials. The majority of cells showed strong selectivity, some firing at over ten 
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times the rate on one trial type, suggesting they were part of the representations of only 
one type of episode. Other cells fired substantially on both trial types, potentially 
providing a link between left-turn and right-turn representations by the common places 
traversed on both trial types. 
 
Functional imaging studies in humans have also revealed hippocampal involvement in 
both spatial and non-spatial sequence representation. Several studies have shown that the 
hippocampus is active when people recall routes between specific start points and goals, 
but not when subjects merely follow a set of cues through space (Hartley et al., 2003). In 
addition, the hippocampus is selectively activated when people learn sequences of 
pictures (Kumaran & Maguire, 2006). Even greater hippocampal activation is observed 
when subjects must disambiguate picture sequences that overlap, parallel to the findings 
on hippocampal cells that disambiguate spatial sequences (Wood et al., 2000). 
 
Memories are networked to support inferential memory expression. Further consideration 
of the cognitive properties of episodic memory suggest that related episodic 
representations might be integrated with one another to support semantic memory and the 
ability to generalize and make inferences from memories. Referring to how related 
memories are integrated with one another, William James (1890) emphasized that “…in 
mental terms, the more other facts a fact is associated with in the mind, the better 
possession of it our memory retains. Each of its associates becomes a hook to which it 
hangs, a means by which to fish it up by when sunk beneath the surface. Together they 
form a network of attachments by which it is woven into the entire tissue of our thought.” 
James envisioned memory as a systematic organization of information wherein the 
usefulness of memories was determined by how well they are linked together. 
 
There are two main outcomes of the linking of representations of specific experiences. 
One is a common base of associations that are not dependent on the episodic context in 
which the information was acquired. Thus when several experiences share considerable 
common information, the overlapping elements and common links among them will be 
reinforced, such that those items and associations become general regularities. The 
representation of these general regularities constitutes semantic “knowledge” that is not 
bound to the particular episode or context in which the information was encoded. The 
networking of episodic memories by common elements provides a mechanism for the 
commonly (albeit not universally, see Tulving, 2002) held view that semantic knowledge 
is derived from information repeated within and abstracted from episodic memories. 
 
There is considerable evidence that hippocampal neurons indeed extract the common 
features among related episodes. In all the studies described above, a subset of 
hippocampal neurons encode features that are common among different experiences – 
these representations could provide links between distinct memories. For example, in the 
Wood et al. (1999) study on odor recognition memory, whereas some cells showed 
striking associative coding of odors, their match/non-match status, and places, other cells 
fired associated with one of those features across different trials. Some cells fired during 
a particular phase of the approach towards any stimulus cup. Others fired differentially as 
the rat sampled a particular odor, regardless of its location or match-non-match status. 
Other cells fired only when the rat sampled the odor at a particular place, regardless of 
the odor or its status. Yet other cells fired differentially associated with the match and 
nonmatch status of the odor, regardless of the odor or where it was sampled. Similarly, in 
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Ekstrom and colleagues’ (2003) study on humans performing a virtual navigation task, 
whereas some hippocampal neurons fired associated with combinations of views, goals, 
and places, other cells fired when subjects viewed particular scenes, occupied particular 
locations, or had particular goals in findings passengers or locations for drop off. In 
studies that have recorded hippocampal neuronal activity as rats perform alternation tasks 
in a T-maze (Wood et al., 2000; Frank et al., 2000; Ferbintineau & Shapiro, 2003), 
whereas many cells distinguish overalapping actions and locations on the maze, some 
cells capture the common places and events between the different types of episodes. 
 
The notion that hippocampal cells might reflect the linking of important features across 
experiences and the abstraction of common information was also highlighted in recent 
studies on monkeys and humans. Hampson et al. (2004) trained monkeys on matching to 
sample problems, then probed the nature of the representation of stimuli by recording 
from hippocampal cells when the animals were shown novel stimuli that shared features 
with the trained cues. They found many hippocampal neurons that encoded meaningful 
categories of stimulus features and appeared to employ these representations to recognize 
the same features across many situations. Kreiman et al., (2000a) characterized 
hippocampal firing patterns in humans during presentations of a variety of visual stimuli. 
They reported a substantial number of hippocampal neurons that fired when the subject 
viewed specific categories of material, e.g., faces, famous people, animals, scenes, 
houses, across many exemplars of each. A subsequent study showed that these neurons 
are activated when a subject simply imagines its optimal stimulus, supporting a role for 
hippocampal networks in recollection of specific memories (Krieman et al., 2000b). A 
subsequent study showed that some hippocampal neurons are activated a subject views 
any of a variety of different images of a particular person, suggesting these cells could 
link the recollection of many specific memories related to that person (Quiroga et al., 
2005). This combination of findings across species provides compelling evidence for the 
notion that some hippocampal cells represent common features among the various 
episodes that could serve to link memories obtained in separate experiences. 
 
The second outcome from a network of linked memories is a capacity to use the common 
elements to retrieve multiple memories that include that element. Furthermore, 
hippocampal representations could support a capacity to “surf” the network of linked 
memories and identify relationships and associations among items that were experienced 
in distinct memories and therefore are only indirectly related. A single cue could generate 
the retrieval of multiple episodic and semantic memories, and cortical areas can access 
these multiple memories to analyze the consequential, logical, spatial, and other abstract 
relationships among items that appeared separately in distinct memories. These logical 
operations on indirectly related memories can support inferences from memory. The 
activity of searching and surfing networks of memories, and then comparing and 
contrasting memories could underlie our awareness of memories and the experience of 
conscious recollection. The organization of linked experience-specific and experience-
general memories with the capacity for association and inference among memories is 
called a “relational memory network.” 
 
In a series of studies, we have used a model system of rodent olfactory memory to 
explore the importance of the hippocampus in the linking memories and using the 
resulting relational networks to make associational and logical inferences from memory. 
One study examined the role of the hippocampus in making indirect associations between 
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stimuli that were each directly associated with a common stimulus. Initially, normal rats 
and rats with hippocampal lesions were trained on a series of overlapping “paired 
associates” (Bunsey & Eichenbaum, 1996). On each trial, the rat was initially presented 
with one of two initial items in a pairing, and then had to select the arbitrarily assigned 
associate. For example, for training on the pairs A-B and X-Y, if A was the initial item, 
then the rat had to select B and not Y; conversely, if X was the initial item the rat had to 
select Y and not B. Then the rats were trained on a second paired associated list where 
the initial items were the second items in the first list and new items were the associates 
(B-C and Y-Z). Thus, when B was presented initially, the rat was required to select C and 
not Z; when Y was presented initially, the rats was then required to select Z and not C. 
After training on all four paired associates, the rats were tested on their knowledge of the 
indirect relations among the pairings. These tests involved presentations of an initial item 
from the first learned paired associates (A or X) followed by a choice between the second 
items of the later learned associates (C versus Z). Normal rats demonstrated their ability 
to express these indirect relations by selecting C when A was presented and Z when X 
was presented, whereas rats with selective hippocampal damage showed no capacity for 
this inference from memory. These findings, combined with observations on another 
transitive inference task (Dusek & Eichenbaum, 1997), indicate that the hippocampus is 
critical to binding distinct memories into a relational network that supports flexible 
memory expression. 
 
In another experiment, rats learned a hierarchical series of overlapping odor choice 
judgments (e.g., A > B, B > C, C > D, D > E), then were probed on the relationship 
between indirectly related items (B > D ?). Normal rats learned the series and showed 
robust transitive inference on the probe tests. Rats with hippocampal damage also learned 
each of the initial premises but failed to show transitivity (Dusek & Eichenbaum, 1997). 
The combined findings from these studies show that rats with hippocampal damage can 
learn even complex associations, such as those embodied in the odor paired-associates 
and conditional discriminations. But, without a hippocampus, they do not interleave the 
distinct experiences according to their overlapping elements to form a relational network 
that supports inferential and flexible expression of their memories (see also Buckmaster 
et al., 2004).  
 
Complementary evidence on the role of the hippocampus in networking of memories 
comes from two recent studies indicating that the hippocampus is selectively activated 
when humans make inferential memory judgments. In one study, subjects initially 
learned to associate each of two faces with a house and, separately, learned to associate 
pairs of faces (Preston & Gabrieli, 2004). Then, during brain scanning, the subjects were 
tested on their ability to judge whether two faces who were each associated with the same 
house were therefore indirectly associated with each other, and on whether they could 
remember trained face pairs. The hippocampus was selectively activated during 
performance of the inferential judgment about indirectly related faces as compared to 
during memory for trained face-house or face-face pairings. In the other study, subjects 
learned a series of choice judgments between pairs of visual patterns that contained 
overlapping elements, just as in the studies on rats and monkeys, and as a control they 
also learned a set of non-overlapping choice judgments (Heckers et al., 2004). The 
hippocampus was selectively activated during transitive judgments as compared to novel 
non-transitive judgments. 
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These findings indicate that the hippocampal relational network mediates the linking of 
distinct episodes that may contain items that have not been experienced in the same 
episode or in the same context.  In doing so, the hippocampus plays a role in more than 
simply binding items within memories, but also mediates associations between distinct 
memories. During recollection, the hippocampus supports a capacity to generate multiple 
memories that share a common element, and the information contained within these 
memories can be used by many brain systems to make judgments about causal, logical, 
temporal, and spatial relations among the items in those memories (Cohen & 
Eichenbaum, 1993). Iterations of association, retrieval, and re-coding memories 
according to deduced relationships among the items would lead to the development of a 
systematic organization of items and episodes in memory wherein facts and events are 
linked to one another by a broad range of causal, logical, temporal, spatial, and other 
relevant relationships among the items. And this organization supports flexibility in the 
expression that is characteristic or recollective memory, specifically involving inferences 
between items that are only indirectly related.  
 
How do the above described memory functions emerge from the circuitry of the 
hippocampus?  The brain system that mediates retrospective and prospective memory is 
composed of several cortical association areas interacting with structures in the medial 
temporal lobe (MTL), and in particular, the hippocampus. There is a general consensus 
that areas of the cerebral cortex are specialized for distinct aspects of cognitive and 
perceptual processing that are essential to memory, and that the cortex is the repository of 
detailed representations of perceptions and thoughts. The MTL is the recipient of inputs 
from widespread areas of the cortex and supports the ability to bind together cortical 
representations such that, when cued by part of a previous representation, the MTL 
reactivates the full set of cortical representations that compose a retrospective memory. 
Areas of the cortex both direct the storage of memories in the MTL and interpret the 
reconstructed memories generated by the MTL to support prospective memory.  This 
simple, anatomically based scheme provides the framework on which our model is built.  
In the following sections, we will describe in greater detail the functional components of 
this system and the pathways by which information flows among them, and a qualitative 
model of how they interact to support retrospective and prospective memory. 
 
The anatomy of the brain system that supports memory is remarkably conserved across 
mammalian species (Manns & Eichenbuam, 2007). Information processing in this system 
occurs in three main stages. The first stage involves virtually every neocortical 
association area (Burwell et al., 1995; Suzuki, 1996). Each of these neocortical areas 
projects to one or more subdivisions of the parahippocampal region, which includes the 
perirhinal cortex, the parahippocampal cortex, and the entorhinal cortex. The 
subdivisions of the parahippocampal region are interconnected and send major efferents 
to multiple subdivisions of the hippocampus itself. Thus, the parahippocampal region 
serves as a convergence site for cortical input and mediates the distribution of cortical 
afferents to the hippocampus. Within the hippocampus, there are broadly divergent and 
convergent connections that could mediate a large network of associations (Amaral & 
Witter, 1989), and these connections support plasticity mechanisms that could participate 
in the rapid coding of novel conjunctions of information (Bliss & Collingridge, 1993). 
The outcomes of hippocampal processing are directed back to the parahippocampal 
region, and the outputs of that region are directed in turn back to the same areas of the 
cerebral cortex that were the source of inputs to the MTL.   
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Only highly pre-processed sensory information reaches the MTL, but these inputs come 
from virtually all higher-order cortical processing areas. Perhaps the most thoroughly 
studied cortical area afferent to the hippocampus is the inferotemporal (IT) cortex, the 
highest-order visual object processor in primates. Ablation of the inferotemporal cortex 
results in a visual-guided learning and deficits without impairment in visual fields, acuity, 
or threshold. The behavioral physiology of inferotemporal cortex is consistent with the 
data from ablation studies, showing that IT neurons are maximally driven by complex 
visual patterns, and the response properties of these cells are dependent on attentional 
mechanisms and reward association. Many IT neurons are preferentially responsive to a 
particular pattern, often one that is of obvious significance to the animal, including cells 
that respond selectively to faces. IT neurons respond differently to the same stimuli when 
they appear as stimuli to-be-remembered, or when they were novel versus familiar, and 
some cells maintain firing during the memory delay periods during performance of short 
term memory tasks. In humans, distinct ventral temporal areas that include and surround 
IT are activated by presentation of different categories of visual cues, including faces, 
tools, and animate objects (Martin, 2007; Kanwisher, 2007).  
 
Other major inputs to the MTL arise from the posterior parietal area. Damage to this 
cortical area results in impairment in neglect of contralateral sensory stimulation across 
sensory modalities (Mountcastle et al., 1975; Andersen, 1989). One area within parietal 
cortex that has received particular interest is area 7a where most cells are visually driven. 
These cells have very large receptive fields and neuronal responsiveness is highly 
dependent on attentional factors. These cells respond best when the stimulus is the target 
of an eye or hand movement and they prefer moving stimuli but show little preference for 
stimulus form or color. These and other data indicate that the posterior parietal area is 
specialized for attention and egocentric spatial analyses including localization and visual 
and manual acquisition of targets in space. Also, areas of the parietal and temporal cortex 
are involved in complex perceptual processing essential to configuration of the 
conceptual contents of information that is the subject of recollection (e.g., Uncapher et 
al., 2006). 
 
Additional major inputs to the MTL arise from several areas within the prefrontal cortex, 
a sensory-motor-limbic integration area involved in the highest-order cognitive functions 
including motor programming, vicarious trial and error, and memory (Fuster, 1995). In 
humans components of the prefrontal cortex mediate working memory, effortful retrieval, 
source monitoring, and other processing currently being specified that contribute 
critically to cognitive functions essential to recollection (Dobbins et al., 2002)). In 
addition, midline structures within the prefrontal and cingulate cortical areas have been 
identified as activated during processing of self-referential information that may be 
strongly related to autobiographical memory (Northoff & Bermpohl, 2004; Fink et al., 
1996; Cabeza & St Jacques, 2007). 
 
The nature of cortical inputs to the MTL differs considerably across mammalian species 
(Manns & Eichenbaum, 2006). The proportion of inputs derived from different sensory 
modalities also varies substantially between species, such that olfaction (e.g., rats), vision 
(e.g., primates), audition (e.g., bats), or somatosensation (e.g., moles) have become 
disproportionately represented in the brain in different animals (Krubitzer and Kaas, 
2005). Nevertheless, the sources of information derived from prefrontal and midline 
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cortical areas, as well as posterior sensory areas, are remarkably consistent across 
species.  
 
Despite major species differences in the neocortex, the organization of cortical inputs to 
the hippocampus is remarkably similar in rodents and primates. Across species, most of 
the neocortical input to the perirhinal cortex comes from association areas that process 
unimodal sensory information about qualities of objects (i.e., “what” information), 
whereas most of the neocortical input to the parahippocampal cortex comes from areas 
that process polymodal spatial (“where”) information (Suzuki & Amaral, 1994; Burwell 
et al., 1995.  There are connections between the perirhinal cortex and parahippocampal 
cortex, but the “what” and “where” streams of processing remain largely segregated as 
the perirhinal cortex projects primarily to the lateral entorhinal area whereas the 
parahippocampal cortex projects mainly to the medial entorhinal area. Similarly, there are 
some connections between the entorhinal areas, but the “what” and “where” information 
streams mainly converge within the hippocampus. The cortical outputs of hippocampal 
processing involve feedback connections from the hippocampus successively back to the 
entorhinal cortex, then perirhinal and parahippocampal cortex, and finally, neocortical 
areas from which the inputs to the MTL originated. 

 
2 Towards a model of a cortical-hippocampal memory system 
Formally express the psychophysiological model.  It is anticipated that the M&R team will need to develop 
this model from or building upon multiple sources in the literature, paying careful attention to 
acknowledge existing work on mathematical formalization.  There should be formal descriptions of the 
inputs, outputs and state-content of the model, and a constructive (in the mathematical sense) description of 
how the model’s state and outputs are updated.  The psychological specification of the model should read 
as a translation of the mathematical model into the language of psychology.  

 
2.1 The functional organization of the cortical-hippocampal memory 
system 
The anatomical evidence reviewed above suggests the following hypothesis about how information is 
encoded and retrieved during memory processing. During encoding, representations of distinct items (e.g., 
people, objects, events) are formed in the perirhinal cortex and lateral entorhinal area. These 
representations along with back projections to the “what” pathways of the neocortex can then support 
subsequent judgments of familiarity. In addition, during encoding, item information is combined with 
contextual (“where”) representations that are formed in the parahippocampal cortex and medial entorhinal 
area, and the hippocampus associates items and their context. When an item is subsequently presented as a 
memory cue, the hippocampus completes the full pattern and mediates a recovery of the contextual 
representation in the parahippocampal cortex and medial entorhinal area.  Hippocampal processing may 
also recover specific item associates of the cue and reactivate those representations in the perirhinal cortex 
and lateral entorhinal area. The recovery of context and item associations constitutes the experience of 
retrospective recollection. In the succeeding sections, we will consider the evidence on the functional roles 
of these brain areas in support of this hypothesis. 
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Parahippocampal cortex and medial entorhinal area. 

 

The cortical association areas perform considerable preliminary processing of stimuli, actions, thoughts, 
and events and can store this information briefly during processing. Recently perceived information will 
activate different cortical processing areas. These cortical areas will then create memory traces of the 
perceptual representations associated with this information. The perceptual representations are then 
matched with stored representations in the associated areas. This memory trace supports short-term 
recognition of this information that is associated with working memory. The information from the 
association areas of the different cortices are then processed by the MTL. 

Within the MLT the parahippocampal region first receives the information. The parahippocampal region 
contributes to declarative memory by "buffering" specific representations that can be accessed and 
manipulated by the hippocampus; this processing can also support a sense of familiarity. Rats with damage 
to the parahippocampal region showed good retention at the shortest delay, but their performance declined 
abnormally rapidly across delays, showing a severe deficit within 1 minute. The hippocampus represents 
the critical relations among the items held by the parahippocampal region. There are two main routs by 
which the parahippocampal areas project into the hippocampal formation –the “long” and “short” routes 
(we will not make a distinction between the routes in this model). The parahippocampal region by itself 
mediates the representation of isolated items and can hold these representations in a memory buffer for 
periods of at least several minutes. This ‘intermediate-term’ memory function bridges the gap between the 
very brief period of immediate memory and the potentially permanent memory store.  

The parahippocampal cortex and medial entorhinal area may also be specialized for processing spatial 
context. Whereas perirhinal and lateral entorhinal neurons have poor spatial coding properties, 
parahippocampal and medial entorhinal neurons show strong spatial coding (Burwell and Hafeman, 2003; 
Hargreaves et al., 2005).  Further, the immediate early gene fos is activated in perirhinal cortex by novel 
visual cues, but fos is activated in the postrhinal cortex by a spatial re-arrangement of the cues (Wan et al., 
1999). In addition, whereas object recognition is impaired following perirhinal damage, object-location 
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recognition is deficient following parahippocampal cortex damage in rats (Gaffan et al., 2004) and 
monkeys (Alvarado and Bachevalier, 2005). Similarly, perirhinal cortex damage results in greater 
impairment in memory for object pairings whereas parahippocampal cortex lesions results in greater 
impairment in memory for the context in which an object was presented (Norman and Eacott, 2005). 
Parallel findings from functional imaging studies in humans have dissociated object processing in 
perirhinal cortex from spatial processing in the parahippocampal cortex (Pihlajamaki et al., 2004). 
Furthermore, whereas perirhinal cortex is activated in association with the memory strength of specific 
stimuli (Henson et al., 2003), the parahippocampal cortex is activated during recall of spatial and non-
spatial context (Ranganath et al., 2003; Bar and Aminoff, 2003). 

Hippocampus.  
 
According to Eichenbaum et al., (1999), individual hippocampal cells encode regularities present in a 
person’s every experience, including spatial and non spatial cues and behavioral actions. (215).  

 
Compelling in support for differentiation of functions associated with recollection come from within-study 
dissociations that reveal activation of the perirhinal cortex selectively associated with familiarity and 
activity in the hippocampus as well as parahippocampal cortex was selectively associated with recollection 
(Deselaar et al., 2006; Davachi & Wagner, 2002; Davachi et al., 2003; Ranganath et al., 2003). These and 
many other results summarized in a recent review suggest a functional dissociation between the perirhinal 
cortex, where activation changes are consistently associated with familiarity, and the hippocampus and 
parahippocampal cortex, where activation changes are consistently associated with recollection 
(Eichenbaum et al., 2007). An outstanding question in these studies is whether the parahippocampal cortex 
and hippocampus play different roles in recollection. In particular, the above described findings on 
parahippocampal activation associated with viewing of spatial scenes suggests the possibility that this area 
is activated during recollection because recall involves retrieval of spatial contextual information. By 
contrast, the hippocampus may be activated associated with the combination of item and context 
information. 

 
At the final stage of hippocampal system processing, the hippocampus is envoked, not to maintain a 
memory representation of single sensory cues or spatial information, but rather to process comparisons 
among the various current stimuli and between current stimuli and representations of previous stimuli, 
presumably those maintained at earlier levels of this system. Hippocampal processing appears to be quite 
different from the perceptual matching taking place in cortical and parahippocampal areas. Thus, 
hippocampal processing relies on cortical and parahippocampal inputs and presumably will exert its effects 
by modifying those inputs or by making connections among those cortical areas.  In recognition memory, 
the hippocampus processes comparisons between current and previous stimuli as well as rich episodic and 
contextual information that goes beyond the strict perceptual properties on which cortical matchings are 
based; this may in some cases make a distinctive contribution to recognition memory. Thus, when the 
requirements of the task go beyond what can be accomplished by sensory matching processes supporting a 
sense of familiarity, requiring comparisons among experiences with items and their context and the flexible 
expression of memories, the entire hippocampal system contributes critically to a distinctly new capacity 
for declarative memory representation and this form of memory representation supports the capacity for 
conscious recollection. 
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The hippocampus has access to the much larger organization of item representations in cortical association 
areas via the parahippocampal region through accessing and re-accessing of information. Full relational 
memory organization comes about through multiple iterations of cortical input to the parahippocampal 
region and temporary storage there, followed by hippocampus-mediated relational processing that adds to 
or re-structures interconnections among parahippocampal and the cortical representations. The 
hippocampus itself mediates comparison and relating these individual representations to other memory 
representations, creating or modifying the overall memory organization according to the relevant relations 
between the items and the structure of any already-established memory organization that involves those 
items.  

During encoding, representations of distinct items (e.g., people, objects, events) are formed in the perirhinal 
cortex and lateral entorhinal area. These representations along with back projections to the “what” 
pathways of the neocortex can then support subsequent judgments of familiarity. During encoding, item 
information is combined with contextual (“where”) representations that are formed in the parahippocampal 
cortex and medial entorhinal area, and the hippocampus associates items and their context. The 
hippocampus itself interacts with the neocortex only via the parahippocampal region, so one might expect 
that damage to the parahippocampus region would eliminate any relational processing contribution of the 
hippocampus. When an item is subsequently presented as a memory cue, the hippocampus completes the 
full pattern and mediates a recovery of the contextual representation in the parahippocampal cortex and 
medial entorhinal area. Hippocampal processing may also recover specific item associates of the cue and 
reactivate those representations in the perirhinal cortex and lateral entorhinal area. The recovery of context 
and item associations constitutes the experience of recollection. The combination processing functions of 
the parahippocampus and the hippocampus comprises declarative memory. 
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Hypothesis on how hippocampal system processing contributes to spatial representations.  

Consistently, studies have shown that the hippocampus plays a special role in spatial representation (sss). A 
popular assertion for the last twenty years is that the hippocampus mediates the representation of physical 
space via a “cognitive map” of the environment.  

The discovery of “place” cells within the hippocampus has bolstered this assertion of a cognitive map by 
providing a neural mechanism to encode spatial information (O’Keefe & Dostrovsky, 1971).  

O’Keefe and Dostrovsky (1971) discovery of place cells.  Found that some cells increased firing rate when 
a rat was at a particular location in its environment. In a large environment, one can correlate dramatic 
increases in a place cell’s firing rate when a rat arrives at a particular location, called the “place field.” Can 
go from a baseline of <1 spike/s, the firing rate can exceed 100Hz.  

Place cells fire maximally when a person is in a fairly small, well-defined region of the environment. 
According to the cognitive-map theory, an environment is represented y a collection of place cells, each of 
which represents a specific region of space. The specific configuration of place cells provides an internal 
representation of the environment that affords an animal knowledge of its position relative to important 
locations. Distal visual cues, when present, appear to provide the preferred source of information used to 
support place-cell activity. However, distal cues can lose their control over place-cell activity if it is learned 
that the cues are unstable. Moreover, recent experience in an environment can exert a more powerful 
influence on place-field firing than presently available stable distal cues. In fact, changing the nature of the 
search strategy (to receive food, rewards, etc) from random to directed searching, caused a relocation of 
place fields in approximately 1/3 of the cells. In unchanging environments, place fields have been found to 
remain stable for over 153 days (Best et al., 2001). 
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The presentation of a familiar situation, even when some of the cues are missing or modified, results in 
retrieval of a previously established representation.  However, when sensory cues are dramatically 
disrupted or the person moves to a new environment, the result is an almost complete reconfiguration of 
place codes. That is, the presentation of a larger number of changes in the environment outweighs the 
impact of any familiar features, results in a generation of a new representation. Experiments have shown 
that changing between two familiar environments without witnessing the switch is sufficient to induce 
generation of a new representation. However, when there is no prior experience, the initial exposure to the 
altered environment is not sufficient to generate a new spatial representation. This suggest that the 
combination of changes in environment shape and cue orientation is required to reach the threshold for 
pattern separation (Wilson et al., 2003).  

Four distinct classes of place cells have been discovered; a) place cells that depend on location with respect 
to the distal cues; b) goal/landmark cells that fire close to the reward location or the landmarks, 
independent of their position in the environment; c) cells that fire only upon entering or leaving the start 
place, d) cells that are coded conjunctively or disjunctively over more than one of these dimensions.  

Complementary to behavioral deficit findings showing that spatial information was encoded within the 
cellular activity of the hippocampal structures that are necessary for spatial learning and memory. Had the 
view that the hippocampus mediates a neural representation of physical space—i.e., a cognitive map (a 
holistic representation of space) 

 
 
However, more recent electrophysiological studies have raised serious doubts about the notion of a 
cognitive map into question (Eichenbaum et at., 1999). 

STUDIES FINDING GLOBAL MEMORY DEFICITS FOLLOWING HIPPOCAMPLE 
DAMAGE TO HUMANS AND OTHE RPRIMATES 
 
 For example, studies by Gothard and others (1996) have found that place cell activation is not bound to 
spatial representations. That is, a majority of the place cell firing were not associated with location-specific 
activity, but rather was associated with distances from a stimulus or goal. In fact, it has been argued by 
Morris (1990), that a major problem with the cognitive map idea is the lack of evidence demonstrating that 
place cells are organized as a spatial map or even that the primary function of the hippocampus is to encode 
spatial cues.  
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Place (pyramidal) cells  in CA1of dorsal hippocampus  

 

 
 

(Data from Wilson and McNaughton)  
 
 
Results from recent studies of place cell firing patterns suggest that spatial representations are not cohesive, 
representing a global typology of the environment. Rather, the firings produce    independent 
representations of spatial cues that are formed. These firing represent different subsets of spatial cues that 
are not bound to other spatial representations in the same environment (Eichenbaum, et al., 1999). For 
example, a study by Muller and Kubie (1987), found that a majority of cells become deactivated or change 
their place fields when the environment was altered. In cases involving goal-related landmarks, some cells 
fire relative to static environmental cues, while others fire relative to landmark-defined goal (Gothard et al., 
1996). The Gathard at al., (1996) study found that most of the activated cells in the hippocampus were 
spatial to the extent that they fired a specific distances from specific stimuli and goals. Different 
specificities of patterns arise from the combination of input weights and the history of these inputs.  

 

 According to Eichenbaum (1999), place cells “exhibit movement-related firing patterns whenever 
particular movements are associated with meaningfully different events (p. 213).  

 
Hypothesis regarding the encoding of spatial representations 
 
With this in mind, it is proposed that initial experiences produce specific coding for particular conjunctions 
of stimuli, behaviors, and places that cooccur within the Hebbian time frame. Repeated repetitions of 
similar experiences will shape the responsiveness of the cells. Different types of pyramidal cells will have 
different firing tendencies. For example, broadly tuned cells will fire across a sequence of events. As these 
events are repeated in sequence, the strength of the associations is increased.  In contrast, other cells will 
respond to novel events  

when particular combinations of salient inputs that influence a cell co-occur within 200ms (via Hebbian 
learning), the synaptic strengths of those inputs are altered to include this combination of inputs. This 
combination constitutes the representation of a specific “event.”   
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Table 1. Properties of Hippocampal Neural Activity 

(1) The environment is not encoded in a continuous and systematic representation within the 
hippocampus. Instead, the codings of spatial and nonspatial features are organized in “clusters of neutrons 
that overrepresent some features of the environment at the expense of others.  
(2) Hippocampal spatial firing patterns do not reflect the global topology of all the attended 
environmental cues. Instead, individual cells encode the relevant spatial relations among particular subsets 
of the cues.  
(3) Hippocampal spatial firing patterns do not consistently represent the animal’s position among cues 
that compose an environment. Instead, the hippocampus creates distinct spatial representations, even for the 
identical spatial cues, under a vireity of conditions where the animal might consider itself undergoing 
different experiences within the same environment 
(4) Within a broad variety of protocols in which animals learns regularities between stimuli, behavioral 
responses, and reinforcers, hippocampal neurons encode nonspatial stimuli and behaviors. These nonspatial 
firing correlates can be as robust and as prevalent as spatial firing patterns and, in a behavioral paradigm 
where distinctive events are distributed around the environment, they can be observed at all places where 
the associated events occur with regularity.  
(5) The activity of many of the cells reflects the relevant spatial and nonspatial features of the task, 
whether or not the task is one that depends on hippocampal function.  
(6) Both spatial and nonspatial representations are established very rapidly within the hippocampus 
(7) Hippocampal neurons are activated during every phase of the performance of spatial and nonspatial 
tasks. 
(8) Hippocampal neuronal activity reflects a broad spectrum of specificities. Some cells encode unique 
events, characterized by particular conjunctions of stimuli, behaviors, and the locations where these occur. 
Other cells represent sequences of events within behavioral episodes or specific features of events that are 
common across different behavioral episodes (Eichenbaum, et al., p. 216, 1999).  
 
This representation may be generated region within minutes and can last for months. Blocking of LTP 
allows for plasticity of the memories (Austin et al., 1990).  
 
Data indicate that spatial firing patterns reflect independent representations of subsets of the spatial cues. 
Not bound to other spatial representations in the same environment 
Spatial firing activity can be characterized as “spatial” only to the extent that they fire at specific distances 
from a particular stimulus or goal. From the data, it appears that place fields involve a collection of 
independent representations. Each one encoding the spatial relations between some subset of cues. Spatial 
representation are not bound as coordinates within a systematic framework for the global topology (i.e., no 
Cartesian “map”). Place cells exhibit movement-related firing patterns whenever particular movements are 
associated with meaningfully different events. In humans, a substantial number of hippocampal cells are 
activated to differentiate faces from objects, distinguish facial gender or expression, or distinguish new 
from familiar faces/objects. 
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Place cells exhibit movement-related firing patterns whenever particular movements are associated with 
meaningfully different events. Including spatial and nonspatial cues and behavioral actions. The 
conjunctive coding for a particular combination of stimulus and behavioral features constitutes the 
representation of a distinct “event.” Hippocampal representations form within minutes and are stable for 
months 
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Hypothesis on how hippocampal system processing contributes to memory consolidation. 
Once a set of hierarchical organizations is established and stabilized, it is difficult to smoothly add new 
items. This is not because a network cannot be altered to include new items be repetitive training, but 
because such novel training causes changes in an already-established network, resulting in turn, in 
catastrophic interference amount the already-existing items. A solution to this is to add a small network—a 
“hippocampus”—that could very rapidly acquire a representation of a new item and then have this small 
network slowly and gradually “train” the large network. In addition to the input from the hippocampus, the 
neocortex is repetitively exposed to old materials it was built to represent, thereby resulting in an 
interveaved learning regimen that intermixed repetitions of old and new representations. Eventually this 
process of interleaving produces an asymptotic state of the overall cortical representation, at which point it 
no longer benefited from hippocampal activations and thus no longer depend upon the hippocampus. 
Multiple iterations of the interactive processing described above may mediate the process of memory 
consolidation. Over extended time periods of weeks to months to years, new experiences that bear on the 
established organization reactivate established representations as well as add new ones, and these are 
processed together by this hippocampal circuit to weave the new information into the established relational 
network.   
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Because this network is so extensive and systematically interconnected, access to items via novel routes 
and in novel experiences is not only possible but also occurs continuously as we express memories to guide 
almost every aspect of daily life. These interactions, by feeding back and forth, can go on for a significant 
period, and may be reinstated repeatedly by experiences that bear partial similarity to the learning event. 
This repetitive processing could contribute to the “consolidation” of memories over very long periods.  The 
period of consolidation is highly variable and may involve multiple stages. How might consolidation be 
accomplished by multiple iterations through the hippocampal system and how long does the process of 
consolidation take?   
 
According to this model, the hippocampus contributes to consolidation via interplay with the cerebral 
cortex over a prolonged period (Eichenbaum et al., 1999).  The sketch or indices that correspond to the 
cortical representations of a new episode are rapidly established in the hippocampus. Then, via explicit 
practice, repetition of the episode, or new related experiences, the hippocampus and cortex interact 
repetitively such that intracortical connections eventually support links between cortical representations.  
The present model specifically emphasizes the use of hippocampal elements to bind repeated or related 
experiences via common features.    
 
Consolidation occurs in series of phases involving interactions within at least three levels of reciprocally 
connected areas and involves some distinctions between memories for specific events (episodic memories) 
and the abstraction of consistent, factual information from multiple events (semantic memory).  
Furthermore, this scheme emphasizes the hierarchical and reciprocal processing of information, initially 
through successive modality-specific cortical stages, then converging on the parahippocampal cortical areas 
surrounding the hippocampus, and finally reciprocal connections between the parahippocampal region and 
the hippocampus. The most detailed level of representations occurs in association areas, or perhaps in 
upstream modality specific-cortical processing areas.  Then successively more abstract levels of 
representation occur in the parahippocampal region and then in the hippocampus.   
Consolidation begins with interactions between the hippocampus and the parahippocampal region. For 
some period after learning, the episodic representations in the hippocampus serve to link convergent 
representations in the parahippocampal region. Feedback from the hippocampus is envisioned to mediate 
the development of episodic and semantic representations within the parahippocampal region by providing 
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an indirect pathway that drives the co-activation of parahippocampal neurons, enhancing the connections 
within their intracortical network. When links between representations have been acquired by 
parahippocampal cells, the memory can be considered to have consolidated there, in the sense that the 
memory abilities conferred by these cells would no longer require hippocampal feedback.    
 
The next stage of consolidation involves a similar interplay between the cortical association areas and the 
parahippocampal region. Initially cortical associations are seen to depend on the parahippocampal region to 
supply linkages between their representations.  By simultaneously driving cells in cortical areas and 
activating their intracortical connections, these linkages would be expected to mediate the ultimate 
development of links between the cortical association areas. The repeated invocation of hippocampal 
representations onto the cortex serves to re-organize cortical representations accommodating new 
information and new associations within the overall knowledge structure encoded there, and this structure 
contains both semantic knowledge and sequential information that composes long term episodic 
representations.  
 
When this is accomplished the entire hippocampal circuit would no longer be necessary for the existence of 
permanent semantic and episodic representations. Thus, consolidation occurs in stages involving first a 
consolidation within the parahippocampal region and then later in the cortex— human amnesic patients 
with damage extending into the parahippocampal region have a more extended retrograde amnesia than 
those with selective hippocampal damage. 
 
This model is consistent with, and its mechanisms are seen as mediating the interleaving of cortical 
memory representations proposed by McClelland et al. (Psych. Rev. 102: 419, 1995) to underlie 
consolidation.  Thus, according to McClelland and colleagues, the hippocampus is proposed to be a device 
that rapidly stores new experiences, and for some period supports reinstatement of recent cortical memory 
representations.  The cortex is viewed as mediating the consistent overall structure of knowledge and alters 
its representations via slow synaptic changes.   
 
According to this model, the key feature of hippocampal-cortical interplay is that the hippocampus 
repetitively and intermittently reinstates episodic representations in the cortex and each reinstatement 
slowly interleaves new memories concurrently with reinstatements of previous memories that occur during 
everyday life.  The result is an interleaving of new memories within the constantly evolving cortical 
representation of regularities. 
 
This integrative processing, involving the interleaving of new representations among the existing structure, 
can benefit the cortical memory organization for a very long period.  Indeed, contrary to the recent 
suggestion by Nadel and Moscovitch (Curr Opin. Neurobiol. 7: 217, 1997) that a prolonged consolidation 
period is not adaptive, according to the present view memory re-organization is seen precisely as an 
unending process.   
On this view, the completion of consolidation is seen as a state at which integration of a new memory is 
asymptotic, that is, a state in which yet new experiences do not alter the relevant parts of the overall 
memory organization.   When this state is achieved, removal of the hippocampus would not be expected to 
affect the operation of the cortical network.  For some types of memory this might be achieved within days 
or weeks.  Other memory experiences might benefit by integration with earlier formed memories over 
months or years.  Thus the duration of consolidation is dependent on the nature of the learned material in 
terms of how many appropriate linkages across experience will benefit subsequent retrieval.  To the extent 
that these are few and repeated frequently, consolidation will be completely readily.  To the extent that 
memory for unique episodes benefits by linkage with many related episodes and facts, or continues to be 
reshaped by new experience, consolidation could go on for a lifetime. 
 
Why might there be differences in the duration of memory consolidation for episodic and semantic 
memories? The current proposal addresses the distinction between episodic and semantic memory in both 
anterograde and retrograde amnesia. With regard to extended retrograde amnesia for episodic memories, 
for episodes that are only once experienced, it may be expected that few hippocampal-parahippocampal-
cortical interplays occur.  Consequently, the consolidation of cortical representations may require an 
extended period, or may never obtain sufficient co-activation to link the sequential representations of 
events.  By this view, it is not unexpected that the retrieval of episodic memories may involve activation of 
the hippocampus for a prolonged period. For frequently re-experienced episodes, for rehearsed material, 
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and when common features appear in repeated or related episodes, the rate of iterations of hippocampal and 
cortical processing is increased.   Correspondingly, in these situations it may be expected that consolidation 
would be relatively rapid. Also, arousal-related modulatory processes that accelerate the cellular fixation of 
memories may also speed systems level consolidation, especially for highly emotional experiences.  
 
To the extent the particular information involves a single cortical area or overlapping cortical networks 
where intracortical links are already prevalent, it may be expected that the duration and extent of required 
hippocampal participation will be minimized. This view is consistent with Paller’s (Memory 5:73, 1997) 
characterization of the hippocampus as providing coherence among representations mediated by distinctly 
separated cortical zones.  He argued that semantic memories may be preserved in retrograde amnesia to the 
extent that they are mediated by a single cortical zone. Thus, it is expected that retrieval of some 
experiences that occur within a limited domain may involve activation of the hippocampus for a relatively 
brief period.  
 
 
Neo Cortical Representation  
 
The Conceptual Structure Account argues for a single amodal semantic store in which 
structure emerges from the distribution of features across categories. Amodal—arbitrary 
symbols within one semantic structure that stand for sensory-motor representations and 
for the environmental entities they represent. The Sensory/functional Theory argue that 
semantic representations are distributed across sensory and functional semantic 
processing regions of the brain that are closely linked to sensory and motor input/output 
processing channels. The domain-specific hypothesis argue that semantic representations 
are housed in processing channels specific to animals, plants, and nonliving objects that 
have evolved because of evolutionary pressures to avoid predators, etc.  
 
Knowledge Types 
 
Those who believe that semantic knowledge is instantiated across modality-specific 
processing regions that are situated beside and are closely linked to perceptual-processing 
areas. A concept’s representation is the sum of the activation across primary sensory-
processing channels, motor/action areas, higher order abstract-knowledge areas, and 
mediating association areas. Assume that semantic information related to specific 
input/output modalities is stored in regions close to their related sensory-input and motor-
output processing regions. fMRI studies found that visual-processing areas are activated 
when accessing both visual and functional knowledge about living things but are 
activated when accessing only visual knowledge about nonliving things. Those who 
believe that semantic knowledge is transduced from patterns of activation in sensory 
regions into amodal semantic representations. Semantic knowledge is stored in a 
modality-neutral semantic processing area.  
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Distinguishing Among Concepts 
 
Correspond to the aspects of people’s knowledge that discriminate among concepts in 
general or among sets of similar concepts. Similarity is related to the distinctiveness of a 
concept’s features –the less distinctive the features, the more similar the concepts must be 
to one another and the closer they are in state space. Concept similarity is reflected in the 
proximity of the points that correspond to the concepts. Visual Complexity is the amount 
of object detail—can influence ability to integrate a picture’s components into a coherent 
nameable object. Concept Familiarity increased experience with a concept’s referents 
leads to a more robust representation. Correlated Features are said to be correlated if they 
tend to occur together in the same basic-level concepts.  
 
Concepts based on structure 
 
The distinction between nouns and verbs is universal. Current view that nouns and verbs 
map into ontologically distinct aspects of the environment (Gentner & Boroditsky, 1999). 
Idea that nouns refer to clusters of correlated properties that create chunks of perceptual 
experience. Some superordinate concepts are mass nouns (e.g., some furniture) and 
others are count nouns (e.g., an animal). Markman (1985) found that across languages, 
terms for categories at more abstract levels of a hierarchy are more likely to be mass 
nouns that are terms for categories at low levels of a hierarchy. Functional features are 
more important for artifacts, and features referring to internal structure are more 
important for natural kinds. Ahn found that the centrality of a feature to a category 
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depends on the causal status of that feature relative to the other features in the category If 
a feature is thought to give rise to other features in the category, removing that casual 
feature affects category identity more than the removal of a noncausal feature does. 
Regardless of whether the category was a natural kind or an artifact, when functional 
features caused compositional features, functional features were considered more 
essential to category membership, whereas when compositional features caused 
functional features, compositional features were considered more essential to category 
membership. This suggest that the differences between artifact and natural kind 
categories may result from the fact that different kinds of features are causal in natural 
kinds are artifact categories. 
 
Basic level vs subordinate and superordinate concepts 
 
Rosch (1976) argued concepts form natural discontinuities that create a privileged level 
of categorization. However, basic level changes as a function of expertise. Learning may 
modify the constituent features or attributes of a concept (strongly supported by 
research). Different levels within an object hierarchy are useful for different kinds of 
tasks. Barsalou (1991) states that perceptual factors are more central than degree of 
informativeness to determine basic levels. Barsauou suggests that there may be a 
perceptual basic level, based primarily on shape and used largely during perception, and a 
more informational basic level, carrying more conceptual information and used for 
secondary categorizations during reasoning and communication. The typical privilege 
level correspond to genus level (e.g., blue jay, bass) 

 
Polyn et al.  Science. 310: 1963 2005 
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Freedman et al. 2001 Science 291: 312
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There are several ways in which the characterization of concepts might be influenced by
other concepts. Concepts are approximately equated with single words or phrases (e.g.,
dog). Concept learning involves learning to correctly categorize perceptual inputs i
classes. A concepts characterization depends both on its representation and on the 
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cognitive processes that operate on that representation. A concept is interrelated with 
respect to another concept to the extent that its characterization is influenced by the other 
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A concept might be characterized as a modified version of another previously acquired 
concept People’s concepts typically contain both intrinsic and extrinsic features. Intrinsi
features refer to parts or properties of the concept under scrutiny. Extrinsic features are 
represented as the relationship between two or more entities (will be influenced this 
Concepts compete to the extent that they are conceptually related neighbors. Rosch 
contends that natural categories are created so that there is as little overlap as possible 
between members of different categories. As one concept games control of a conceptu
area, its competitor concepts lose control of the area (however, they can b
in
 
A good diagnostic for locating isolated/interrelated concepts is asking the ques
“would this concept be used in this way if some/most/all other concepts were 
eliminated?” Barsalou (1993) have argued that concepts cannot simply gain th
meaning from other concepts; concepts must also be grounded by perceptual, 
nonsymbolic properties. One way to conceive of an isolated concept is as a feature 
detector—i.e., does not need any information form other detectors, concepts, or theor
in the system. Nondiagnostic features in categorization. One method for identifying 
isolated and interrelated conepts is to observe the influence of nondiagnostic features on
categorization accuracy. Is a feature that does not, by itself, provide any informati
choose between candidate categories. The difference between a d
n
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Is central to the acquisition of many categories. Appears to be important to common 
taxonomic categories, such as apple, bird, relies on experiences with exemplars. It als
serves to maintain accurate information about the kinds of entities in the wo
physical properties, function, etc. The origins of categories determine their 
characteristics, so common taxonomic and goal-derived categories should differ. 
Common taxonomic categories exhibit prototype structure, with some exemplars being 
more typical than others. As people encounter a category’s exemplars, they extract the 
exemplars’ perceived characteristics and integrate them to from category knowledge. Th
representation that result from this learning 
a
 
Conceptual Combination learning, people derive new categories by manipulating existing 
knowledge in memory. Conceptual combination appears to be relatively active, top-down
and effortful. Knowledge of categories may evolve through both exemplar learning and 
conceptual combination.  People’s intuitive theories about the world play central roles 
the processing of exemplars, including the selection, interpretation, and integration of 
their perceived properties. As people extract perceptual characteristics from exempla
the mechanisms of conceptual combination integrate this information with intuitive 
theories and o
th
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People often acquire goal-derived categories through conceptual combination, in the 
absence of exemplars. Reasoning and conceptual combination during planning are central 
to acquiring categories. The formulation of goal-derived categories through conceptual 
combination in the absence of exemplars should preclude the abstraction of prototypical 
information.  
 
Structure (cognitive representation of categories). Common taxonomic categories exhibit 
prototype structure with some exemplars being more typical of a category than others 
(e.g., robin vs chicken). As an exemplar becomes increasingly similar to prototypical  
information, it becomes increasingly typical. The ordering of exemplars according to 
typicality that results from similarity comparison constitutes the category’s prototype 
structure. Prototype structure extends into the complement of the category, with non-
member varying in how typical they are of the complement (e.g., butterfly, helicopter –
members of non-birds). Prototype structure appears to be an implicit and emergent 
property that reflects the importance of prototypical information for a category, in 
conjunction with comparison and retrieval processes. This structure is central to the 
efficiency of classifying, production, and acquisition of exemplars, with typical 
exemplars being classified faster and more accurately than atypical exemplars. It is also 
central to reasoning about categories with typical exemplars facilitating syllogistic 
reasoning more than atypical exemplars.  
 
Prototype Structure (are they different?) 
 
Goal-derive categories exhibit the same prototype structure found in common taxonomic 
categories. When people judge typicality, the prototype structure that they produce for 
goal-derived categories are roughly as stable as those for common taxonomic categories. 
Even though a given goal-derived category may only occur to a few people on a few 
occasions, the causal principles that constrain it may be obvious and well known such 
that different people construct similar representations. Stability of Prototype Structure in 
both Taxonomic and Goal-derived Categories. Taxonomic and goal-derived categories 
are roughly equivalent in stability 
 
Goal-derived Categories 
Ideals (have to serve goal optimally) 
» Whereas CT depends on exemplar learning, ideals do not 
» Ideals arise from reasoning about categories with respect to goals 
» Ideals exist in the representations of categories whose prototype structures they 
predict Frequency (number times perceived) 
»  Frequency does contribute to prototype structure via frequency of instantiation –
not familiarity  
 
Central tendency, ideals, and frequency causally determine prototype structure. For 
common taxonomic categories, CT dominated the prediction of typicality  --all together 
account for 64% of variance.  For goal-derived categories ideals and frequency account 
for 69% of variance.  
• Thus, CT determines prototype structure in common taxonomic categories, but 
not in goal-derived categories.  
• Exemplar learning is more central for common taxonomic categories that for 
goal-derived categories. 
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Because exemplar learning is necessary for acquiring CT, and because CT determines the 
prototype structure of common taxonomic categories, exemplar learning is central to the 
acquisition of these categories.  
• Categories 
• Goal-derived Categories 
 
Ideals (have to serve goal optimally) 
» Found that ideals are far more important than CT in determining the prototype 
structure of consumer categories, social categories, and names (e.g., cars, rock bands, 
etc).   
 
Whereas exemplar learning produces CT information for common taxonomic categories, 
it does not produce CT information for goal-derived categories. 
 
Evidence for Situated Simulation Theory 
 
When a category is represented conceptually, the neural systems that processes it during 
perception and action become active in much the same way as if a category member were 
present. Sensory-motor representations in conceptual knowledge appear to fuse with 
incoming sensory information to construct perceptions.  
 
It is hypothesized that participates simulate a category member to represent a category, 
and then consult the simulation to produce the requested information.  
Damage to visual areas increases chances of losing “Living things” and damage to motor 
areas increases chances of losing “Manipulability artifacts.”  
Two level Theory of Conceptual Knowledge 
At first level, reenactments of sensory-motor states are central to representing categories.  
The reenactment of sensory-motor states is central 
At the second level, statistical representations in associated areas—much like those on 
the hidden layers of FF Nets—conjoin sensory-motor states into coherent representations  
A primary function of statistical representations in association areas is to reactivate 
sensory-motor states in feature maps so that information relevant to the current task can 
be extracted from these simulations.  
When it becomes necessary to process a category, its concept delivers a situated 
conceptualization that creates a multi-modal representation of what it would be like to 
process the category in that situation. A concept produces one of many possible 
representations that is tailored to the current context.  
 
Together with the typically and membership data, the finding suggests that stable 
representations do not underlie concepts. For typically judgments, the average correlation 
between pairs of participants averaged around .40 across studies. According to the 
Situated action view, a concept is not a general description used over and over again 
across situations. Instead a concept is an ability or skill to construct specific 
representations that support different courses of situated action. 
 
 
Psychophysiological Model Constraints 
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Provide a discussion of modeling assumptions, specifically a description of which 
domains the model applies to. For instance, is the model based upon research specific to 
high stress situations or research specific to text-based stimuli, etc? 
 
Feasibility for Embodiment 
Provide a discussion of what role the model can play in the cognitive framework of an 
embodied agent.  This should include: how the model includes perception and action 
generation/control or interfaces to them; how the model’s interface supports a host agent 
interacting with multiple entities; how spatial relationships impact inputs and outputs of 
the model. 
 
Inputs 
Describe the nature and structure of the input data.  This would include an English 
description of the input data, data types and their ranges of values.  The input can consist 
of structures that are composed from other structures. 
 
Example:  If this were a model of category formation, this section might specify how 
many dimensions the test data has, and what values each dimension can take (whether 
discrete or continuous).  This section should also specify any constraints on the data such 
as mutually exclusive values along two different dimensions. 
 
Outputs 
Describe the structure of the output data.  This would have the same form as the 
description of the inputs, i.e.: data types, ranges, etc.  Following the category formation 
example above, the output might be a list of the inputs along with a category assignment 
for each one (say, category A or B).  Alternately, if the input has a fixed sequence, the 
output could be a vector of A/B assignments without direct reference to the input values. 
Where necessary, this section should include English description of the output, especially 
if there are competing definitions for a term (like category assignment in this example). 
 
Constructive procedure 
List steps that describes exactly what to do with the input in order to get the outputs.  
Here is a reasonable place to mention internal states.  The list of steps can take several 
forms.  It may be one simple equation, or it may be pseudocode, or it may be a prosaic 
description of the procedure.  Ideally, pseudocode would be structured using common CS 
conventions, but the actual text in each step would be written in full prose so that people 
from different specialties can understand it.  Pseudocode could also take the form of a 
terse code-like manipulation followed by an extended comment that restates the same 
step in English.  Diagrams may help illustrate the procedure. 
 
Examples to illustrate how the model works 
This could be a talk-through of one set of input data, showing how the output results 
 
This template may be an oversimplification in some cases.  For example, if a model 
included both a learning phase and a performance phase, then each one might have its 
own procedure.  In that case, there may be two instances of the template, along with 
explanation of what state they share. Also, templates might be nested, with one template 
referring to a procedure that has its own template. 
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Embodiable Model Validation (if needed) 
If a model from the literature was adapted or integrated with other models in order to 
obtain a model that is feasible for embodiment, then the resultant model (i.e., the 
candidate for us to implement) will need to be validated. 
 
Psychophysiological Model Verification 
Verify that the formal psychophysiological models express the actual phenomenon that is 
intended to be modeled.  Generate predictions based on a mental walkthrough of the 
model against known experimental data (if available).  Then compare the manually 
generated results against the reported results of the experiments.  Explain any expected 
differences and justify expected correlations. 
 
Review 
Assuming that the model was developed by a subset of the team, a different subset should 
cross-check the model to ensure that it is consistent with the psychological literature.  

 
Software Implementation of Model 
Develop software that can execute/simulate the model.  
 
Algorithmic Translation of Psychological Phenomenon 
Fill out any implementation details not explicitly covered in the Model section.  The 
combination of these details and the Model description should be sufficient to implement 
the model in an arbitrary computer language without further consultation with any of the 
authors of this document.  It is acceptable, however, to assume that the implementer is an 
experienced software engineer who is familiar with standard algorithms and 
programming practices. 
 
Record of Implementation 
Give an account of how the software system was actually constructed.  This is to be done 
according to coding conventions, documentation practices, and testing practices 
developed as much as possible prior to actual code-writing.  Previously existing software 
may be integrated into this effort, provided that it already meets the agreed- upon 
standards or is adapted to meet them. 
 
Documentation 
The code will be written using literate programming practices.  The comments in the 
code will include quotes of the Model so that it is clear how the two are connected.  It 
should be possible to read the code or an extracted form of the documentation and get the 
same information that the Model section gives.  (Note to non-programmers:  There exist 
several tools, such as Doxygen, that can extract specially formatted comments from the 
code and output a document describing the software.  This is far preferable to writing a 
separate document). 
 
Verification 
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Verify that the Software models express the actual phenomenon associated with the 
psychological model. This will be accomplished by having the developers of the 
algorithmic models understand, review, and approve the Software models. After 
reviewers approve the Software models, they will formally ‘sign-off’ to this approval—
see example below: 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Reviewer 1   Software Model 1 Approve Y [ ] N [ ] 
Reviewer 1   Software Model 2 Approve Y [ ] N [ ] 
Reviewer 2   Software Model 1 Approve Y [ ] N [ ] 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

 
Full Experimental Validation 
Once the design process is completed, it should be validated via a human subject 
experiment. The experiment(s) may incorporate one or more design processes. That is, 
software output from several design documents may be tested via a single experiment. 
The full validation experiment should be designed, at least initially, at the beginning of 
the psychological modeling phase. The manuscript should be written, to include 
experimental hypotheses before the experiment.  The team should carefully document 
how input to the computer and input to the human subjects will be “comparable.” The 
experiment and the documentation of the experiment should be formatted (e.g., 
introduction, method, results, discussion) according to APA guidelines. These 
experiments will typically be conducted at universities and run by academic consultants.  
 
Experimental Validation Plan 
Provide an experimental validation plan that will be executed at an appropriate time 
during the software development process. This plan will help guide the psychological 
model development as well as inform the software development. Multiple validations 
experiments may take place within one overall design process. Before each experimental 
iteration, an experimental plan should be discussed that includes what it is designed to 
accomplish and the method to do that. After each iteration, discuss the results of the 
experimentation. 
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